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IN THE IOWA DISTRICT COURT FOR POLK COUNTY
STATE OF IOWA ex rel.
THOMAS J. MILLER,
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IOWA,
EQUITY No.
Plaintiff,
v.
WAVERLY DIRECT, INC.,
a New York corporation; and

PETITION IN EQUITY

GORDON F. SHEARER;
Defendants.
The State of Iowa ex rel. Attorney General Thomas J. Miller, through Assistant Attorney
General Steve St. Clair, states as follows in this enforcement proceeding against the abovenamed Defendants under the Iowa Consumer Fraud Act, Iowa Code § 714.16 (CFA) and the
Older Iowans Law, Iowa Code § 714.16A:
INTRODUCTION
Gordon F. Shearer and his company, Waverly Direct, Inc., have made a business of
preying on the vulnerable elderly, including many older Iowans. Defendants send out deceptive
solicitation mailings that claim to be from the "Numerological Resource Center," telling each
recipient he or she has been selected as a "New Life Winner" to receive wealth and other
benefits, all for the modest fee of $20 to $25. After fleecing victims out of that sum, Defendants
compound the harm by creating what amounts to a high-value target list — a list of the vulnerable
people who were taken in by the deceptive solicitation. Each such list is then rented out to other
operators with schemes of their own. Defendants are paid twice -- first by the victims, and then
by other mailing operations hungry for vulnerable people to exploit. As to the susceptible
people who respond to Defendants' mailing -- typically elderly individuals of limited means --

they are victimized over and over again as Defendants' list rentals lead to an avalanche of
predatory mailings.
Defendants have repeated this scenario many times since Shearer began Waverly Direct
in 2003. In a recent two- to three-year period alone, the target lists Defendants compiled and
rented out are believed to have included more than a million names. And, in just that recent span
of time, Defendants are believed to have received tens of thousands of dollars from renting out
those lists, over and above the payments made by the many victims who ended up on the lists.
The harm these Defendants have inflicted on the vulnerable elderly is almost beyond measure.
Plaintiff respectfully submits that, on these facts, the Court should impose upon
Defendants the full range of remedies available under the Consumer Fraud Act and the Older
Iowans Law, including restitution to victims, injunctive relief, and civil penalties of $40,000.00
per violation per defendant, boosted to $45,000.00 for each violation committed against older
Iowans.
PARTIES AND VENUE
1.

Thomas J. Miller is the Attorney General of the State of Iowa, and is expressly

authorized by Iowa Code §§ 714.16 (7) of the Consumer Fraud Act to bring this action on behalf
of the State of Iowa.
2.

Waverly Direct, Inc. ("Waverly Direct") is a for-profit corporation, incorporated

in New York in 2005 with a business address at 1700 Rockaway Avenue, Lynnbrook, New
York.
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3.

Gordon F. Shearer is a resident of East Rockaway, New York and the President of

Waverly Direct. Upon information and belief, Mr. Shearer is the owner of Waverly Direct, is
responsible for its day-to-day operations, and is responsible for the violations alleged herein.'
4.

Venue is proper in Polk County pursuant to Iowa Code § 714.16 (10) because (a)

Defendants have directed deceptive solicitations to and received payments from residents of Polk
County, and (b) upon information and belief, Defendants have rented lists of names that included
Polk County residents to other marketing operations, enabling the renters to direct similarly
deceptive solicitations to those Iowans,
KEY LEGAL PROVISIONS
5. Iowa Code § 714.16 (2)(a) of the Consumer Fraud Act ("CFA") provides in pertinent
part:
The act, use or employment by a person of an unfair practice, deception,
fraud, false pretense, false promise, or misrepresentation, or the
concealment, suppression, or omission of a material fact with intent that
others rely upon the concealment, suppression, or omission, in connection
with the lease, sale, or advertisement of any merchandise or the
solicitation of contributions for charitable purposes, whether or not a
person has in fact been misled, deceived, or damaged, is an unlawful
practice.
6. Iowa Code § 714.16 (1) of the CFA provides the following definitions (among
others):
(a) The term "advertisement" includes the attempt by publication,
dissemination, solicitation, or circulation to induce directly or indirectly
any person to enter into any obligation or acquire any title or interest in
any merchandise.
(I) "Deception" means an act or practice which has the tendency or
capacity to mislead a substantial number of consumers as to a material
fact or facts.

As of September 15, 2016, Defendant Shearer's Linkedln page stated that he has been president of Waverly
Direct, Inc. since May of 2003, and further states: "1 manage the day to day operations at Waverly Direct. With my
staff, I assess and evaluate daily, all aspects of my business. . ."
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(i) The term "merchandise" includes any objects, wares, goods,
commodities, intangibles, securities, bonds, debentures, stocks, real estate
or services.
(n) "Unfair practice" means an act or practice which causes substantial,
unavoidable injury to consumers that is not outweighed by any consumer
or competitive benefits which the practice produces.
7.

In further describing what the attorney general must allege and prove under the

CFA, Iowa Code § 714.16 (7) provides, in pertinent part:
Except in an action for the concealment, suppression, or omission of a
material fact with intent that others rely upon it, it is not necessary in an
action Ibr reimbursement or an injunction, to allege or prove reliance,
damages, intent to deceive, or that the person who engaged in an unlawful
act had knowledge of the falsity of the claim or ignorance of the truth.
8.

In describing remedies under the CFA, Iowa Code § 714.16 (7) provides in

pertinent part as follows:
If it appears to the attorney general that a person has engaged in, is
engaging in, or is about to engage in a practice declared to be unlawful by
this section, the attorney general may seek and obtain in an action in a
district court a temporary restraining order, preliminary injunction, or
permanent injunction prohibiting the person from continuing the practice
or engaging in the practice or doing an act in furtherance of the practice.
The court may make orders or judgments as necessary to prevent the use
or employment by a person of any prohibited practices, or which are
necessary to restore to any person in interest any moneys...which have
been acquired by means of a practice declared to be unlawful by this
section . . . .
In addition to the remedies otherwise provided fbr in this subsection, the
attorney general may request and the court may impose a civil penalty not
to exceed forty thousand dollars per violation against a person found by
the court to have engaged in a method, act, or practice declared unlawful
under this section; provided, however, a course of conduct shall not be
considered to be separate and different violations merely because the
conduct is repeated to more than one person. . . .
9.

Subsections 714.16A (1)(a) & (3) of the Older Iowans Law provide,

respectively:
If a person violates section 714,16, and the violation is committed against
an older person, in an action by the attorney general, in addition to any
4

other civil penalty, the court may impose an additional civil penalty not to
exceed five thousand dollars for each such violation.
As used in this section, `older person' means a person who is sixty-five
years or age or older.
Factors to be considered in imposing an additional civil penalty under section 714.16A are set
forth at Iowa Code § 714.16A (2).
ADDITIONAL FACTUAL BACKGROUND
10.

In early 2014, an Eastern Iowa woman discovered that her widowed mother, a 91-

year-old Iowan who was still able to live independently despite her advanced age, was
unaccountably going broke. The daughter determined that her mother (referred to hereinafter as
the "Iowa widow") was regularly sending money in response to a large and growing volume of
apparently fraudulent mailings, relating primarily to psychics and prize winnings. The daughter
reported the situation to the Attorney General's Consumer Protection Division ("CPD").
11.

CPD staff endeavored to identify who had been soliciting money from the Iowa

widow, and to determine how so many different schemes were able to zero in on one vulnerable
person in rural Iowa. An investigation of mailers, mail designers, list brokers, and other industry
participants followed, leading CPD to identify Defendants as a source of mailings, as well as the
owners of a revolving list of names and addresses that Defendants repeatedly rented out to other
mailing operations. Operations renting Defendants' list would then send out their own dubious
psychic and prize-oriented solicitations to a pool of consumers pre-screened for heightened
susceptibility. For victims, this process produced a volume of mail that grew to an avalanche, as
those who rented Defendants' list were able to add the Iowa widow to their own "customer" lists,
which were then rented out to still other schemers and scammers — and so on.
12.

On February 1, 2016, the Attorney General sent an investigative subpoena to

Defendants seeking further information about their solicitation mailings and whatever lists they
owned or rented.
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13.

In their February 24, 2016 response, Defendants confirmed they regularly send

out a solicitation purportedly from "Gerald St. John," director of the "Numerological Resource
Center — Analysis Division" ("NRC mailing"), which is appended as Attachment 1.2 The
"Numerological Resource Center" does not appear to exist — certainly not as an independent
entity that has a staff, a director, and an "Analysis Division"; Defendants have acknowledged
that NRC is nothing more than "a d/b/a trade name for Waverly Direct, Inc." Similarly, there is
no "Gerald St. John"; Defendants have stated: "Gerald St. John ... is a nom de plume for John
Green who was our psychic and a real person." However, Defendants added, "[w]e do not have
an address nor phone number for John."
14.

The NRC mailing states that NRC has selected the recipient as a "New Life

Winner," slated to receive a large sum of money and other benefits. (See Attachment I.) The
NRC mailing contains numerous false and/or misleading claims (as well as various omissions)
that render it deceptive, unfair, and otherwise in violation of the CFA, including but not limited
to representations that:
a) The subject matter of the mailing is "confidential." (Att. I, p. 5)
b) NRC is a substantial organization with "vast resources and vast power."
(Att. I, p. 1)
c) NRC staff has set aside between 720 and 1464 hours to "work on your life" (Att.
I, pp. 1, 2) and will perform an "advanced numerological analysis," which will
"create and make luck happen" for the recipient. (Att. I, p. 1)
d) The recipient has "been selected by the Analysis Division, NRC, for the purpose
of advancing your status in life. Making you the biggest winner conceivable for
us." (Att. I, p. 1) Consistent with this deceptive theme, "congratulations" are
offered repeatedly. (Att. I, p. 1-2)
The letter portion of the mailing was on legal-sized paper, and has been reduced in size accordingly.
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e) NRC has helped public figures, celebrities, U.S. military agencies, private
corporations and royalty, "get where they are today."' (Att. I, p. 1)
f) The mailing deals with an "Extremely Urgent — Time Sensitive" matter with lifechanging implications, warranting an immediate response. (Att. I, p. 1)
g) The recipient's good luck has prompted NRC to obtain his/her responses on a
"Publicity Information Release Questionnaire" — as if the recipient's good fortune
would soon be the subject of much media attention. This ruse enables Defendants
to collect the victim's exact age, and to insinuate that the least the recipient can
expect to receive is $500,000.00.' (Att. I, p. 3)
15.

In order to obtain the promised largesse, a recipient must pay "the low

service/handling fee of $20.00" (or $25.00 for "expedited processing"), provide a phone number,
and divulge credit card ownership.' (Att. I, p. 2)
16.

A consumer who pays the "service/handling fee" receives a purportedly

individualized "report" claimed to have been created by Gerald St. John from the recipient's
particular "astrological, numerological and psychic information." The report is appended as
Attachment II. The report appears to be worthless drivel, and, upon information and belief, the
claim that it is individualized in any significant way is false. Notably, however, the last few
pages of the report identify a few publicly-advertised sweepstakes and contests — which is
evidently the basis for Defendants' misleading references to impending prize winnings in the
initial NRC solicitation, (Att. II, pp. 12 - 18)

Defendants go so far as to identify some of the beneficiaries of its numerological efforts: "DuPont, Ford, ...
Carnegie" and "a member of the Beatles." (Att. I, p. 1)
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4 Perhaps the only truthful statement in the NRC mailing is the assertion that "[wile are looking forward to adding
you to our prized list." (Att. I, p. 2)

Notably, however, the $20.00 or $25.00 payment for the NRC mailing must be by cash or check only; credit card
payment is not permitted. Thus, as discussed further below, it appears that Defendants collect the credit card
information for the sole purpose of enhancing the target list they rent to others,
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17.

The initial NRC solicitation falls within a category of consumer fraud known as

'psychic mailings,' which typically promise that the sender will use paranormal powers to
generate health, wealth, and other good fortune for the recipient, in exchange for payment of a
`processing fee' or the like. Although these are mass mailings, the solicitations usually indicate
that the sender personally selected the recipient and is familiar with the recipient's specific
circumstances, such as financial or personal troubles. Thus, the NRC mailing claims to have the
personal knowledge "that this economy has affected you deeply," adding that "our team has
identified you as 'right and ready' for successes of every kind . [e]specially in the areas of
financial dealings .. . and personal bonding." (Att. I, pp. 1, 2) The supposed personal connection
is underscored by repeated insertion of the recipient's name in the body of the letter. (Att. I, pp. 1
- 2)
18.

Defendants evidently deluge recipients with the initial NRC solicitation. CPD

staff found that during the nine-month period from July 2014 through March 2015 one elderly
Iowa resident received the NRC mailing eight different times, and responded to it at least once.
19.

Consumers who demonstrate their susceptibility by responding to the NRC

solicitation are placed on a list that Defendants market to other schemes as the "Psychic Center"
list. However, Defendants never disclose the material fact that anyone responding to the NRC
mailing will be added to such a list. (See Att. I)
20.

Defendants repeatedly rent the list to others engaged in comparable psychic or

prize-related solicitations. Upon information and belief, the only reason Defendants collect
information regarding consumers' phone numbers, use of credit cards, and age is to make the
Psychic Center list more valuable when offered for rent to other operations eager to extract
money from vulnerable individuals.
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21.

As of the filing of this Petition, the full extent of Defendants' rental of the Psychic

Center list is unknown. However, upon information and belief, Defendants rented out revolving
iterations of their Psychic Center list dozens of times in a recent two- to three-year period,
garnering several tens of thousands of dollars in rental revenues. In the process, upon
information and belief, Defendants provided more than one million' names of vulnerable people
to an assortment of dubious operators or outright scammers, including the rental of tens of
thousands of names to:
a) Nature Plus Limited, the operation responsible for mass mailing the "Lady of
Hearts" solicitation appended (in pertinent part) as Attachment III.'
b) RI Research, the operation responsible for mass mailing the "Steve Waters"
solicitation appended (in pertinent part) as Attachment IV.'
c) SMCS, the operation responsible for mass mailing the "Stella Angelstone"
solicitation appended (in pertinent part) as Attachment V.'
22.

Defendants thus victimize vulnerable individuals twice: first, by taking up to

$25.00 in exchange for the misrepresented "numerology" services, and second, by renting the
victim's name to dubious operations that inundate the recipient with their own questionable (or
outright fraudulent) mailings.

6 This refers to the total number of names on the revolving list, both Iowans and non-Iowans. The exact proportion
of Iowa residents involved in these list rentals is currently unknown, but Iowa represents about 1% of the US
population; thus, rentals embracing more than a million names would include an estimate of at least 10,000 names of
Iowans. If 10,000 Iowans ended up on Defendants' revolving list by paying $20 each, the revenues thus derived by
Defendants directly from victims (as opposed to list rentals) would be more than $200,000.00.

The Attorney General's previous action against Nature Plus can be found at:
https://www.iowaattorneygeneral.govrnewsroom/uk-based-psychic-scheine-pays-7000-for-refunds-todowa-victims/
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8 The Attorney General's previous action against RI Research et al. can be found at:
haps://www.iowaattorneygeneral.govrnewsrootn/iowa-court-bars-new-vork-mans-psychic-schetne-from-iowaorders-refunds-and-20000-penalty/

The Attorney General's previous action involving SMCS can be found at:
https://www.iowaattorneygeneral.gov/media/cms/Xerox4250005 97821475DC290.pd f
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23.

According to records provided by Defendants in response to subpoena, fifty-three

Iowa residents responded to Defendants' NRC solicitation and made 72 payments to NRC"
during the 15-month period from December 2014 through February 2016. By responding, these
Iowans would have been placed on Defendants' Psychic Center list; it is currently unknown the
extent of the financial losses suffered by Iowans who appeared on that list during this period or
at other times."
24.

Defendants' mailings disproportionately impact older Iowans. As one indication

of such impact, the first ten persons on Defendants' list of Iowans who responded to the NRC
mailing are between 55 and 86, with a median age of 74, according to an online demographic
database (USA People Search).
25.

Defendants' violations of the Consumer Fraud Act were such as to warrant a

substantial civil penalty against each defendant for each violation of the CFA, pursuant to Iowa
Code § 714.16 (7). In addition, for purposes of increasing such civil penalties in the manner set
forth in the Older Iowans Law, Iowa Code §714,16(A): Most or all of such violations were in
willful disregard of the rights of older persons; Defendants knew or should have known that such
conduct was directed to older persons; and older persons are substantially more vulnerable to
such conduct on account of age and other factors. For these and other reasons, each qualifying
civil penalty should be increased by $5,000.00 (or by such lesser amount as the Court deems
appropriate).
26.

Neither all nor any part of the application for injunctive relief herein has been

previously presented to and refused by any court or justice. Iowa R. Civ, P. 1.1504.

io Several Iowans made more than one payment.
II The Attorney General has yet to determine how far back in time Defendants' predatory mailings and list practices
extend; Waverly Direct has been in operation since at least as early as May of 2003.
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27.

In an action by the State, no security shall be required of the State. Iowa R. Civ. P.

1.207.
COUNT I
CONSUMER FRAUD ACT VIOLATIONS
28.

The Introduction and paragraphs 1 through 27 are incorporated herein by

reference.
29.

The Defendants' acts and practices violate the prohibition of Iowa Code § 714.16

(2)(a) against misleading, deceptive, and unfair acts and practices, and otherwise violate that
subsection of the CFA.
30.

Although it is not necessary to establish reliance, damages or intent to deceive to

obtain injunctive relief or reimbursement under the Consumer Fraud Act, establishing these
factors, particularly intent, is nevertheless relevant inter alia to the Court's determination of the
scope of injunctive relief and the appropriate amount of civil penalties. Those acts and practices
of defendant in violation in subsection (2)(a) of the Consumer Fraud Act as alleged in this Court
would in fact induce reliance on the part of the consumer victims, would in fact cause damage to
consumers, and/or were in fact intentional.
COUNT II
OLDER IOWANS LAW VIOLATIONS
31.

The Introduction and paragraphs 1 through 30 are incorporated herein by

reference.
32.

Defendant's violations of the Consumer Fraud Act were committed against older

Iowans within the meaning of Iowa Code § 714.16(A) and give rise to the penalties set forth in
that provision.
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PRAYER
Plaintiff prays the Court grant the following relief:
A.

Pursuant to Iowa Code §714.16 (7) and upon further request by Plaintiff
separately addressed to the Court, enter a temporary restraining order and
preliminary injunction restraining Defendants, and each of them (as applicable),
and such Defendant's directors, officers, principals, partners, employees, agents,
servants, representatives, subsidiaries, affiliates, successors, assigns, merged or
acquired predecessors, parents or controlling entities, and all other persons,
corporations, and other entities acting in concert or participating with Defendants
who have actual or constructive notice of the Court's injunction, from engaging in
any of the deceptive, misleading, and unfair practices alleged in this Petition or
otherwise violating the Iowa Consumer Fraud Act.

B.

Pursuant to Iowa Code § 714.16 (7), after trial on the merits, make permanent the
above-described injunctions, expanding their provisions as necessary by
including, inter alio, such "fencing in" provisions as are reasonably necessary to
ensure that Defendant and other enjoined persons and entities do not return to the
unlawful practices alleged herein, or commit comparable violations of law.

C.

Pursuant to Iowa Code §714.16 (7), enter judgment against Defendants, jointly
and severally, for amounts necessary to restore to Iowans all money acquired by
means of acts or practices that violate the Consumer Fraud Act.

D.

Pursuant to Iowa Code § 714.16 (7) enter judgment against Defendants, jointly
and severally, for such additional funds as are necessary to ensure complete
disgorgement of all ill-gotten gain traceable to the unlawful practices alleged
herein.
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E.

Pursuant to Iowa Code § 714.16 (7), enter judgment against each Defendant for
up to $40,000.00 for each separate violation of the Consumer Fraud Act.

F.

Pursuant to Iowa Code § 714.16A, the Older Iowans Law, enter judgment against
each Defendant for a civil penalty of up to $5,000.00 to be added to each civil
penalty imposed under the Consumer Fraud Act.

G.

Award Plaintiff interest as permitted by law.

H.

Pursuant to Iowa Code § 714.16 (11), enter judgment, jointly and severally,
against Defendants for attorney fees and state's costs.

I.

Retain jurisdiction as necessary to ensure full compliance with the pertinent
provisions of the Consumer Fraud Act and with the Court's orders.

J.

Assess court costs against Defendants.

K.

Grant such additional relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

Respectfully submitted,
Thomas J. Miller
Attorney General of Iowa

By:
Steve St. Clair
Assistant Iowa Attorney General
Hoover Building, 2nd Floor
1305 East Walnut
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
Ph: (515) 281-5926
Fax: (515) 281-6771
steve.stclair@iowa.gov
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MINIMUM CASH VALUE of AWARDS
WITHINNRCCONMUN/CATIONBy
SPONSORS FOR:

NAME
-EXTREMELY URGENT/TIME SENSITIVE-

Communication Document of Alma Smith: 7-NR7207008470
Documents Approved: February 18th, 2016
Dear NAME,
Look in the M ror . . . Smile and Wave at a "New Life Winner. "
YOU!
To our NEW LIFE WINNER for 720-1469 hours* we say, " , please accept our
congratulations . " Turn in your Claim Form so we know it is you - and let your winner' s
experience begin: all the prosperity and good fortune commence!
You might suspect our organization is conducting a sweepstakes. Or a lottery.
But, that couldn' t be further from the truth. We are the Numerological. Resource Center,
NRC . And we operate and use our vast resources and vast power into others' lives
differently.
It is true you have been selected by the Analysis Division, NRC, for the purpose of
advancing your status in life. Making you the biggest winner conceivable for us. The
biggest possible for you.
But not simply by giving you a "one shot" prize . Rather, by changing your life in
every way . Wealth, yes . A TARGE AMOUNT OF MONEY is waiting to be Claimed NAME . Personal
success and success in the world await you.
NAME, we guarantee that you'll see "in black and white" over $2,150,000.00, (OVER
TWO MILLION DOLLARS!) referenced in total payout! But it' s not only money we're talking
about. Our goal is to help you in all aspects of your life. However finances are a
priority. We are keenly aware that this economy has affected you deeply, as it has for
so many fellow Americans . Our help will be considered a blessing; priceless really.
The Numerological Resource Center, NRC, applies a unique, truly groundbreaking
theory: It is to nrove we can actually create and make luck happen through advanced
numerological analysis for our subjects !
You NAME are of course our subject,
"NEW LIFE WINNER COMMENCING NO. 7. "
As Director of the Network, I can tell you that I have helped world figures and
celebrities get where they are today: prominent people and families the world over -,
U. S . Military agencies ;global industry and banking names (DuPont, Ford, and
Carnegie) , entertainment stars (including a member of the Beatles) , and royalty.
Numerous newspaper articles and books have been written as well. We are not just good at
this, we are great at this.

* Tentative scheduling for NRC intensive involvement (details re ponse form) and emergence as official
Numbered Life Winner: Verified February lath, 2016. You must
must be
be over
over 16 in order to guallfyi

I.

I

Like our other subjects, our team has identified you as "right and ready" for
successes of every kind during the 720-1464 hours we've scheduled to work on your life .
(Especially in the areas of financial dealings and opportunities and subtle and dramatic
shifts in personal bonding. )
It is my great pleasure to extend my hand and offer congratulations to you on your
selection as "Life Winner Commencing No. 7".
NAME, start thinking about secret dreams. Long vacations. Traveling. Loafing.
Becoming an all-around lucky person, leading a lucky life.
But first things first. Please complete the official form below, as well as the
enclosed NRC Publicity Information Release Questionnaire. After you have done this, use
the envelope we've provided for your convenience to mail both forms back to our
processing center. Do this within 7 days of receipt of this letter to ensure
time-sensitive processing of your document.
Again let me extend my sincerest congratulations to you! We are looking forward to
adding you to our prized list. Our warmest regards go out to you on this important "life
changing" day.
Yours sincerely,
N))10/3\0\

6.0( \\(\
0

Gerald St. John
Director

DOH LI: LI:11_ FILLOUT AND RETURN N iir I

HIT INTiE En,Ei

AVE PROVIDED FOR IOU
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CO: )1RIVIT, Se IF

tLife Winner Commencing Number
7-MR7207008470
Return to NRC, Analysis Division

Yes. Thank you for selecting me, NAME, to become richer in life as an NRC, Ne
Life Subject, under the direction of the NRC research team at the
Numerological Resource Center. (There is no limit to benefits and
turn-around life fulfillment . ) To cover everything I receive this way,
reported out directly to me through the Analysis Division, I pay the low
service/handling fee of $20. That' sit. The NRC is so confident of the
success of this arrangement, I have a 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: If for any
reason whatsoever my winner activation commission of reported information
during a 720-1464 hours scheduled for me does not go into effect, I return my
materials within 90 days fora full refund. NO QUESTIONS ASKED!
Enclosedpayment of $20 (add $5 for expeditedprocessing shipping)
Cash
Check/Money Order (payable to NRC)
If you elect expedited processing $5, I will instruct my staff to
include a premium package for you - valued at $3500.00 off
various future purchases .

(It

Please check name and address
(Make corrections if necessary)

Phone Number if we need to contact you: (
Do you have a credit card:
Yes

)
NO

DARING

PUBLICITY INFORMATION RELEASE QUESTIONNAIRE
SHOULD BE FILLED OUT AND RETURNED WITH THIS FORM.

(<; ,

gi,rnYNA'7)
NRC F OCT

C ATT, I (I). 2

of 5)

PUBLICITY INFO ATION LEASE QUESTIONNAI
(PLEASE FILL IN ALL APPROPRIATE BOXES)

1. I was born on (Day)

(Month)

(Year) 19

How would you spend newfound wealth in excess of $500.000.00?
❑ Luxury Possessions
❑ Extended World Travel
❑ Early Retirement, Start a New Life Somewhere
❑ On Family, Neighbors, Charitable Causes
❑ Other:

2. How much money would you need at present to live well?
❑ Less than $500.00 a week
❑ Up to $1,500.00 weekly
❑ Between $1,500.00 - $2,000.00 Weekly
El Oyer $2,000.00 Weeldy
3.

How would you prioritize spending newfound wealth in excess of $500,000.00
❑ Home and Property
❑ Automobile, Home Furnishings, Appliances
❑ Education for Your or Children
❑ Other

5.

IMPORTANT: Please print and sign where indicated.
I agree to notify the Numerological Resource Center Analysis Division
(NRC) if and when I achieve $500,000.00 or more, assuming it occurs,
and no later than March, 2016.

X
PLEASE PRINT or ITNTIAL YOUR NAME

ATT. I (p. 3 of 5)

FROM
PLACE
STAMP
HERE

NUMEROLOGICAL RESOURCE CENTER
Analysis Division
PO BOX 868
LYNBROOK NY 11563-0868

NR2-CRE-6/04

Pill oliin ,11 i 1. 0 i " 1 11 0 ill" I,1.11 .1.111i- whiln .1 iiIiiii

ATT. I (p. 4 of 5)

NRC
NUMEROLOGICAL RESOURCE CENTER

t

ANALYSIS DIVISION

CONFIDENTiAL
• •• •-•avai...••••••••••••-•1‘...A.L. C

SW-

ANALYSIS DIVISION
AUTO**ALL FOR AADC 618

NR2-06-2/08

N UMEROLOGICAL RESOURCE CENTER

JUNE 2 016 LIFE WINNERS
TL#:
It Ain't Fate — It's YOU!
Here's why...
You were just quoted as and that people you meet
thinking, "What is?" now who are in the know
Everything that's about won't be as valuable to
to happen. 117 hours and you once you're in the
21 minutes after sunrise know. So, nothing personon June 1st your life will al, but make only shortchange for the better. term agreements, tempoObstructions will be rary relationships and
more easily surmounta- quick fixes for problems
ble. Success is more eas- which won't be relevant in
ily obtainable than it has a few months' time, The
been since last fall. All reason for this is that this
in all, a wonderful time, is an ineradicably lucky
if a limited one. What time for 37v11 to make the
you make of all this now most of that, you have to
depends not on fate or move and grow and
the stars but in fact your change, and that will be
personality. You aren't greatly hampered, when it
going to change who you shouldn't be, by long-term
are now, and who you with agreements which,
are will determine how while sort of reassuring,
much you make of this are also very limiting to
glorious season of re- growth. It's wise to gamwards. Maldng the most ble on yourself the flat-out
of it will be what chang- happiest way you can. The
es you. And that will be rewards are huge, includvery much for the good. ing money, but the risk is
You know yourself well living up to the bet you
enough to know that you make on yourself.
don't know enough now

Gemini: There's more to the Twins than
the two stars Castor and Pollux. However, in
every culture with star lore (and that's every
culture there is) these stars from Pollux's big
toe to the back of Castor's head are grouped
together. Whether called the Twins, the
Horse, or the Viper, these stars are always
considered somehow unpredictable and therefore dangerous. These were the stars of great
military leaders. Both Castor and Pollux are
double stars and therefore the Twins are two
sets of twins such as the Greeks believed were
born from the egg laid by Leda after her swan
dive.

Psychic Gerald St John in collaboration with NRC has created this report from your astrological, numerological and psychic information. This month, the weight of months past and the pressure of what's to
come will collide. So that you are not trapped between the two and forced off track, requires will power and
timing. There's a time to sow and one to reap and it's a good idea to know the difference between the two, To
do all you must to achieve the success you desire, you must make the most of the right times and make sure you
put yourself in the right mood.
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JUNE 2016 LIFE WINNERS
June Prescription Meditations

THERE'S MORE TO COME!
Dateline: This very second.
By the time you've read
through the other articles in
this newsletter, you've had a
chance to get an idea of just
bow good this June could be
for you and how good depends
on how consistently you can
bring your best self to the fore.
But the time you've been doing
thalt for the entire month., your
situation and you will ha•e
changed.

Take June 2016 Only!

At that point you will be looking from a very different perspective at a very different
month. July offers you a
chance to regroup from this
first rush, to press on harder
through the rest of the summer
and into the fall, at which point
you should be far more securely living your dream rather than
struggling with a grim reality.
Ironic as it always is, what you
need for all this is right in front
of you. Act now.

Now, without getting too mystical in this very material
season, that oneness is a perfect harmony and, more,
understanding, Take, the tine, especially on Midsummer's Eve, to feel that unity. The moon close to full that
tight will make it even more feasible to have this insight.
Glorious as the process feels, it has a pragmatic side,
You and nature are one and all of nature, including you,
is at work, applying, with ever greater efficiency, the
diminishing resources of light and time, to make the
most of those raw elements, creating a harvest that
means survival through those darlcer months ahead and
beyond. Nature is not a. metaphor for your life. but ypur
life is part of nature's rite and the more you'rein rapport,' the more likely you are to get it rfght. Work with
nature, not againstit and it's all less work.

TRY NOT TO BE FOOLISH ABOUT THE IMPORTANT STUFF
When the skies open up
after long months of astrological
restrictions, there is the temptation
in even the most tempered soul to
break out, act out and break free.
Fortunately, the wise know that that
is seldom wise. Hopefully you will
be wise enough to realize that seldom does not mean never. This is
the time to take risks, dare to do
more and better and that tan lead to
being a fool. This is the time to be
that fool. This is the time to step
into the new and exciting, albeit
unknown, and confidently expect to
come out all right, even terrific.

This is a rare time and so it is an
exception of the rule. Don't let
feelings (like,, of .playing..tbe f,00l)
stop you from what is best 'for you
and yours. Be fool enough to dare,
and smart enough to have a good
time doing it.
Now, there is a religious
riddle tradition of the fool. For example, medieval Europeans on certain days, i.e. John the Baptist's
day, which is Midsummer, crowned
the village idiot and declared him
king for a topsy-turvy day on which
that fool was feted and then, only
sometimes killed as a sort of scape-

Go! Go!
Go! Go!
Strength comes
From your heart
Not your muscles.

Go! Go!
Go!

goat for the king (represented by
the sun). The point of telling you
this is that it is just as true that Napoleon picked up a crown and put it
on his own head, the difference being that one had power, the other
didn't. Both were fools, the little
Corporal declaring himself emperor
and the idiot going along for free
drinks. Both stepped into the unknown expecting to come out more
than alright. This is not the time
for you to go along but declare your
authority and remember that the
comeuppance at Waterloo, was, for
being stupid not foolish. .

This is the month to
pull out all stops, gamble on
yourself and press action to
the hilt, all of which takes a
lot of energy and you'll have
lots but but not so much that
you can squander it. In exciting times, it is easy to lose
one's grip on the schedule
and budget. Know always
where you are in your plans

and why. With so many important things to do, it is also
easy to forget that enjoying
the process by having fun adds
to your atrengil and endurance. It's still iinie so do.
Look to hove for emotional
content, Money for financial
opportunities and Health as a
suggested indicator of general
energy.
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This June stretches out before you like, a rich crop ready for harvest. You,
however, will not be the only person out there harvesting. Further, this rich and
wonderful tune is limited, so making the best use of what there is, is the way to go.
To'do that, you obviously have to concentrate your effort on those best of days, of
which there are many, and conserve to regroup on those far fewer days best suited
for rest. So, brace yourself. June starts out on not the brightest of notes but before
it's over, you will have seen many glorious and profitable days.

June 1st Conserve and prepare for the weekend today. Still retrograde Jupiter trines very mental
Mercury at 10:14 AM, inspiring all with clever ideas, Which only. require a little luck to Work.
Sadly, the moon's opposition to Jupiter at 12:07 PM absolutely negates the chances of there being
much luck today. The happy little sextile between the moon and Mercury at 12:30 PM will give
folks the idea that that luck is there and they will act accordingly. Don't get involved in taking
any chances. The moon's second sextile, this time to the sun, announces the moon's passage into
the 11th House of Preferences at 4:34 PM. Sun/moon sextiles, in general, put people in a more
positive mood which, in this case, can lead to letting down one's guard and taking chances.
Don't let that be you today. Keep your guard up and be ready for anything. ,

-June 2s Today won't be as perilous

as yesterday, and that's good, but just getting through .the

day can take a what can seem like a discouragingly large amount of work. Conserve energy. Push
steadily but not too hard, as that would tire you for tomorrow, when you must be alert to
capitalize on the available advantages. The moon's sextile to Neptune at 3:38 AM will do
nothing to disturb your sleep but Mercury's square to Uranus at 5:21 AM is a different matter.
People will be slower and stupider than usual when they wake and that includes your near and
dear. Be diplomatic and detached, so as not to throw off a not-bad day with an ugly scene in the
AM. The moon's trine to Pluto at 2:24 PM won't improve matters much, while Mars' square to
Pluto at 3:28 PM will definitely hinder things. None of this is as astrologically important as the
definitive aspect of the day, a moon/Saturn square at 4:43 PM. This is what makes everything,
and 'I mean everything, seem like too much work. Don't fight this.
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June 3rd This good day requires a little understanding in order to derive from it all the good there is. It
all starts with .a very sweet little moon/Venus sextile at 1:27 AM. Venus, ruler of luxury and love, sends
very positive messages to the great unconscious represented by the moon. It is at that moment that the
moon goes Void of Course, which means that this is the last relevant aspect the moon will make before
changing signs into Aries at 8:21 AM. Traditionally it is held that things begun during a moon Void come
to nothing; however, these times are believed to be ideal for taking care of old business, of which you
have plenty. Add to this that Venus also goes Void at the same time and so this isn't a good day to fall in
love either, unless it's falling in love all over again. On the more pragmatic front of your finances, the
Sun makes its monthly conjunction with Mercury at 5:15 AM which means starting off the day with the
great illuminator, the sun, at one with mental Mercury, making this a day to be inspired. Look at the
familiar for new ways to make all the work you have to do easier. Mercury is always one for finding the
easy way out and just for today those ways are brilliant and not detrimental to your overall interests. It's
not a day of quick fixes but great insights that can really fix things. Venus comes out of Void entering
Gemini at 7:25 PM. The only other aspect for the day is a moonfUranus sextile at 10:15 PM, which will
be pleasant if pointless. Use the good energy but don't attempt too much. Tomorrow has , different
demands.
June 46 This is a good day to get a lot done. The moon enters the 12th House of Mysteries, Secrets and
Lies at 4:01 AM, which only means that at that moment the moon is 300 degrees away from being new.
The assignment of houses to the moon is a fairly arbitrary system, not solidified by tradition and that is
unfortunate. I include them for tradition's sake but do not encourage that you pay too much attention to
them. Much more relevant to your interests is the moon's square to Neptune at 11:02 AM. Even though
Neptune is too newly discovered to have:. an astrological interpretation, as it takes thousands ofyears of
observation to come to that kind of understanding, it has not stopped western intellectual astrologers from
making up meanings based on no more than the reputation of the deity for which that outer planet was
named So, the old river god Neptune becomes confused with the god of the sea, all of which has nothing
to do with what's really happening. At least we can safely assume that the moon, ever receptive, in the
ever awkward relationship of a square with something as big as Neptune (which by the by is actually in
the real sign of Capricorn despite what those pseudo-intellectual ephemerides of western astrologers say)
will be felt, and be particularly irritating regarding financial concerns. Keep calm. No rash decisions.
This passes. Now for the good stuff. Mars tines Saturn at 5:46 PM and that makes for lots of energy for
work so have planned for it and get out there to move heaven and earth. Tomorrow, your luck changes..

June 5th This is a pod day, the one for which you have been waiting. Most of the astrologicaLaction is
over before dawn, but the positive influences will last for months, although that won't dawn on most
people until way too late. The moon sextiles Saturn at 1:07 AM making this a good day for your work
interests, all day long. Better still, the moon also sextiles Mars at 1:28 AM when the moon goes Void.
Then the big news, the great news! ,Jupiter, ruler of luck and expansion, is finally direct once more at
3:24 AM, releasing luck into your life, and you shouldn't waste a minute of it. The moon enters Taunts at
7:33 AM, setting the stage once more for action on this lucky day and finally mental Mercury. trines
Neptune, maldng for great business acumen. Use it, think, and prepare to get out there tomorrow and
change the world.
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June 6th This is a perfect way to start your push for the year. The moon is ideal for new beginnings and
that includes beginning and taking up once more that which you have let slide. The day starts with a
lucky moon/Jupiter trine at 3:45 AM and is followed by a not so lucky moon/Uranus square at 7:15 AM.
Uranus, like Neptune, is another of the too newly discovered planets to be understood, but as it is in
Aquarius, we can expect it to feel rather oppressive and is definitely not the moment to socialize. Use the
evening for private meditations and personal magic as the moon wanes to new and enters the first House
of Personality at 5:58 PM, the only other aspect for the day is with our old friend Neptune which trines
the moon at 8:23 PM and that's good for your financial interests. So, by personal magic I mean doing
those things that clear your mind and heart so that these forces can shine through you like a sunbeam
through a lens to become tightly focused. Meditatively come into harmony with these unified forces of
conscious and unconscious, resolving as you do so that, as the moon appears to increase in size each day,
you will expand your authority and sphere of influence. Take this resolution very seriously as you will
have to live up to it but it's very profitable.

June 7111 Your luck is with you. Don't waste it being outspoken as that -won't get you anywhere. The
problem is that unconsciously your mind will be stimulated by the moon/Mercury conjunction at 4:18 AM
which is so good that the moon's opposition to pesky little Pluto in Scorpio at 7:46 AM won't bother
things at all. The bother is the moon's square to Mars in Pisces making for murky emotional anger. This
aspect peaks at 2:43 PM when the moon goes Void until entering Gemini at 9:37 PM. All is well if you
have the discipline not to brood. Ignore the opposition of the two tiniest planets, Mercury and Pluto, at
11:45 PM.
June 8th'TOday in this lucky SeaSdriti& one '6:f those-not luciciat of daYS Where it's/Wiser to conserve for
better days. The sun tines Neptune at 12:56 AM, and that's good. The moon conjuncts Venus at 8:38
AM and that's terrific for love but the moon also squares Jupiter at 2:32 PM and that's not very lucky, as
you can imagine. The mood is positive despite that and is bolstered somewhat by a moon/Uranus tine at
6:07 PM. Take more time loving what you do and showing those you love that you love them, and less
time pressing business or testing luck.

June 9th This is a good day with nothing else to do but work. The moon enters the 2nd House of Earned
Money at 10:15 AM, This won't matter as much to you as the moon's conjunction with Saturn at 11:43
PM when the moon goes Void. This aspect controls the day and, if you use its discipline to control
yourself and are not caught up in the problems of others, you can make great inroads on things which
usually you could barely penetrate. It all brings excellent rewards.

June 10th So, okay, here's another one of those days in this very lucky season that isn't very lucky at all
and so you should turn your attentions to other matters. Not doing this is not an option either today. It
all starts when the moon enters Cancer at 5:40 AM and trines Mars at 6:21 AM which brings positive
energy. But at 5:21 PM mental Mercury squares off with militant Mars and then goes Void. It's
frustrating and angry. Venus's square to Jupiter at 7:41 PM is a negative aspect for the positive things in
life and that makes today not the day to use social skills but to carry through on yesterday's efforts and
keep staying out of other people's business. If I haven't made it clear, this is a violent day when the ill
prepared are apt to act out Some will for good reason meet with bad ends.
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June 11th This is a good day to do good for yourself. Armor yourself psychically by saying a little
prayer for protection, sealing your aura with visualization or wearing a charm to deflect the evil. The
psychic tide made up of the thoughts and feelings of those around you is full of the discontent of the last
few days and you don't want to have to wade through any more of that than necessary because the day is
otherwise too lucky, thanks to the moon's sextile with Jupiter at 2:52 AM when the moon goes Void.
Mercury enters Gemini at 7:53 AM and the moon opposes Neptune at 8:03 PM which will slow you
down. Hopefully, you got done what you needed to during the day because as the moon comes out of
Void, entering Leo at 9:46 PM, the intelligent action will be to stretch to relieve stress and sleep.
June 12th Today is a good day really, but people won't be feeling all that good from other days. It's that
psychic tide thing again. The sun sextiles the moon at 4:09 AM, signaling the moon's passage into the 3rd
House of Everyday Matters. Now that's generally going to make people feel better about who they are
but, in so doing, it will also make them feel more justified in how they feel, which is vengeful, for all the
other stuff they've been feeling. But those in tune with what's really happening know that Venus trines
Uranus at 6:44 AM, and that's very positive, although for most it will simply contribute to an even greater
feeling of justification. The moon trines Pluto at 7:43 AM, doing nothing to mitigate your good fortune
but nothing to mitigate the moods of others either. Keep focused, and on guard.
June 13th It's a good day, a holy day even, and, for you, a great day but not for everyone. The moon's
sextile to Mercury at 6:13 AM accents intelligence, so use it. The moon's opposition to Uranus accents a
sense of oppression at 7:03 PM when hopefully the greater thrust of the day is behind you. But don't call
it quits as the moon sextiles ever lovin' Venus at 11:09 PM. And that despite the sun's opposition to Pluto
at 11:16 PM makes it a ideal time to show your love.
•
June 14th This is a lucky day but an ugly one mood-wise. Be wise. Shift to a lower psychic gear and don't
push yourself or others too hard while keeping your interests on the move. The moon enters Virgo at
4:39 PM. And Uranus, that great unknown, goes retrograde at 6:41 PM. This won't be an obstacle for
you nor will the moon's square to Pluto at 7:39 PM. It's the sun's square to the moon at 9:25 PM as the
moon enters the 4th House of Home/Base of Character that will control the evening. Sun/moon squares
are devastating to self-esteem; we will all have to wade through that well on into the evening.
June 15th This is not an unlucky day; it's a day that favors work which most folks won't and breeds anger
which most will indulge, The moon's sextile to Saturn at 1:27 AM is the work aspect and themoon's
opposition to Mars at 1:56 PM is the angry one. Mercury's square to Jupiter at 3;45 PM just makes
people think stupid things and, worse, act upon them. Otherwise, it's swell.
June 16th This is a lucky day. Even in a lucky season, it's outstandingly lucky and so this is one of those
days you should single out to make your best effort. The moon conjuncts Jupiter at 2:32 AM and that's
what's important The moon's square to Mercury at 4:29 AM obscures thinking so stick with plans and
what you know best. Mercury's trine to Uranus at 12:39 PM blinds people to how stupid they are about
to be and the moon's square to Venus at 3:47 PM makes them miserable over hoW' stmid they've just
been. The 6:14 PM moon/Neptune trine sweetens those bitter pills just swallowed but if you follow
Jupiter and your luck, don't accent love or try to be too clever, you will do incredibly well, especially if
you have scheduled this time to do what you do best and make sure others see you.
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June 24th Having gotten all that sad stuff out of your system, it's all systems go, Go, GO! The moon
enters the 8th House of Karma and Banked Money at 3:14 AM, and Capricorn at 4:53 AM, neither of
which is as important to your interests as the moon's energizing sextile to Mars at 12:27 PM giving you
all the strength you need to exploit the very lucky moon/Jupiter trine at 1:49 PM, when the moon goes
Void again. Today is one of those days when having the discipline to shake off the mood of the day,
while others are still mired in it, serves you well. Be prepared.
June 25th This is another very positive day but also a dangerous one. Keep up your momentum but do be
cautious of others. The moon conjuncts Neptune at 2:20 AM which will give dreamers a turn and goes on
to sextile Pluto at 11:26 AM which is hardly worth mentioning. The moon enters Aquarius at 12:37 PM,
which is good but Mars opposes Jupiter at 9:06 PM and that right there is what makes it dangerous.
Violence and luck are opposed, so, in all those punches thrown tonight, none of them will be. lucky.
Venus conjuncts Saturn at 11:02 PM and goes Void. This is good, even great, for work but it's late in the
day. Save what you can of this energy through meditation for tomorrow.
June 26th Use intelligence today as Mercury conjuncts Saturn at 7:02- AM and goes Void. Treasure
insights into serious issues and authorities. Fifteen minutes later, the sun tines the moon as it enters the
9th House of Speculation and goes Void. Mercury enters Cancer at 12:03 PM; the moon conjuncts Uranus
at 4:54 PM. All of this comes down to thinking about work and not being distracted. And, all of that
comes down to self-discipline.
June 27th The moon enters Pisces at 11:15 AM and squares Pluto at 1:29 PM, but what's important is
the moon's conjunction with Venus at 2:43 PM, which is a cue for you to love. The moon's trine to
Saturn at 9:48 PM makes work definitely one of those things you should love. That's your real work,
remember.
June 28th Watch yourself; this is not a lucky day. The moon tines Venus at 1:54 AM which is very
good, in light of last night. The moon's tine to Mercury at 2:06 AM is also excellent. So what's wrong?
The sun squares the moon at 2:27 PM, marking the moon's entrance into the 10th House of Career. This
traditionally depresses self-respect and, followed by an unlucky moon/Jupiter opposition at 7:05 PM, it's
very bad. Worse, the moon conjuncts Mars at 10:24 PM, making for violence. Be smart Go with the
positive, and hide.
June 29th This brighter day begins astrologically with a moon/Neptune sextile at 8:24 AM and ends with
a Inoon/Pluto trine at 6:32 PM. That's it. If not roped in to helping the foolish from yesterday, you're
free to make great gains.

June 30th Sadly, today isn't good for much aside from getting ready for another hectic and lucky month
ahead. The moon squares Saturn at 4:00 AM, so the day's not good for work. The moon squares 'Venus
at 1:22 PM, so the day's not good for love either. It is at 1:22 PM that the moon goes Void until entering
Aries at '1:48 PM, and that's good but the moon also squares Mercury at 2:31 PM and that's bad for
thinking. Like I said, the day's not good for much but next month is. Use today to ready your spirit for
greater challenges and of course much greater rewards, which are all that much more easily attained if you

Expect the Aspected.

LS
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S I gna
Other
People's
Astrology
Astrologically speaking, this Junes should be "National Go With What You Got Even If It's
Not A Lot - But Take Your Best Shot Month." You should be too busy to be concerned with the
sun signs of sometime acquaintances. You must go with what you know and who you know and as you
know them, you should already be insightful as to their behavior. If you have to check another's sun to
see now if this is a person you should trust, just assume you shouldn't and press on or, if you have no
choice, then why ask? The answer's more apt to be worrisome than reassuring, especially as this month
of change will have people changing whether by slackening the pace, stressing out, going for the gold
or falling on their faces. All bring changes and therefore behavior becomes less reliably prediotable.
While it might be gratifying to think that stress, even that of success, reveals a person's true nature, it
isn't true. Stress distorts and there is nothing more stressful than doing the wrong thing at the wrong
time, as most now will be, To set the scene:
EVERYONE'S TALKING AT THE SAME TIME, EXCEPT You.
YOU KNOW BETTER THAN TO BOTHER TRYING TO SPEAK OVER 0 I'HERS.
This is not the time to worry about getting a word in edgewise rather to edge out of that futile
conversation. Save your breath literally. Reserve your social attentions for those you know and love or
otherwise those to whom you must speak. Even then, keep the topic on the mark, no idle chat,
reinforce the positive and motivate the lacicadaisical. In the interests of saving time, you shouldreally
be blunt about it (not cruel, as that wastes time as well). Just be blunt and otherwise stay out of:
OTHER
PEOPLE'S
BUSINESS
ARIES:
Usually an Aries just needs to feel appreciated. Less that honorable ones manipulate
situations to make others need to make the Rain feel needed, which is a kind of enforced appreciation.
As you can't afford to reinforce an Aries' ego at such a price, be strict about reminding the dumb
beasts of the noble attributes of their efforts. Nobility is the opiate of the Aries. Apply as needed.
TAURUS: Bulls can be great allies or big pains, and frequently both, especially now. Get out your
emotional slide rule and compute by reality principle. How much is that old Bull worth to you? Not
as much as you'd hope. Let a sentimentally slanted history play no part in your calculations. Bulls are
lazy. It's the source of most of their ills. Point it out, risk the friendship, and keep moving.
GEMINI;
Ever problematic, Twins are now less a nuisance as they'll be too busy at whatever
indecipherable scheme they are enacting for success to talk to you at all. While one normally might
think of that as very, very good, it means that those schemes will hatch someday and what monsters of
chaos have been bred won't be known until winter. Watch them. They're like little children with real
big matches.
CANCER: Metaphorically speaking, it's time to play crack the whip with Cancers. You know the
old game where a line of skaters spins around one person at the center until the one on the end goes
flying off? The one on the end should be Cancer and flung into a personal arena. Just be careful.
You'll be the one in the middle of it all and you're always skating on thin ice with Crustaceans.
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LEO:
In old Bengal they didn't have lions, they had tigers but the analogy still holds. These
industrious people invented the Bengal tiger trap which was basically arranging for a very large tree to
fall on the beast and the result wasn't exactly trapping it. In the case of Leos, dropping a house on them
may be required and that just to get their attention. It's dangerous, and not always worth it.. Be sure.
VIRGO:
It's just a cosmic requirement that you must help Virgos now and that's not easy and
usually not all that rewarding Nonetheless, it must be done and the way to do so is to refuse to respond
to any, and I mean any, emotional statement. Be the terrifyingly objective commentator. Do not appear
compassionate. Deal with bard facts, not hard feelings. It's the only thing that will do.
LIBRA:
To be any good to a Libra at all, you have to figure out which side of the Scales you are
on. As the Scales are always sliding, flipping from one side to the other or just swinging out of control,
this is seldom possible. One must wait for the Libra to reveal in which light you are being seen today.
These days, that light is too slanted to see anything clearly and Libras are more critical,than useful.
Run.
SCORPIO: For a change this particular June, this sign, the big bad bug, is easier to contend with
than any other. The only thing required of you to be of great assistance to a Scorpio, and yourself in the
process, is to pay attention. Whatever the Bug is doing, it is important and beneficial for you to be
involved. I know this is the opposite of what is normally the case but this exception proves the rule.
SAGITTARIUS:
Archers will be so busy lending support to others that you won't think they need
any help themselves but that's not the case. Those busy helping others are avoiding themselves and,
while it can be a bit of-an emotional trial to get them to work on'theirown lives, it's reasonable that
you try. So try saying it in one line, like, "Shut up and get a life." The response will probably be,
"Who's?"
CAPRICORN:
Helping a Goat is like working against a force of nature. These control freaks of
the zodiac don't seem ruthless but when it comes to maintaining order as they wish it to be, they. are.
Those coming to you for help are most apt to be threatened by something you're doing. This is their
way of getting you to do something else. Those in need, need also to help you. Otherwise you needmot
bother with them. Because the burden of helping others when you need help yourself will overwhelm
you and make you rightfully angry.
AQTJARIUS:
Before you even start, ask yourself what the chances are that an Aquarian is
going to be right, right now. Not good. As they are luckier and happier this month, like everyone else,
they will look better, seem to be doing better, may be more persuasive than they should be for the good
of others and certainly even more dominant. Keep it short and sweet. Try saying, "No, you're wrong"
very regularly to the Aquarians around you and you will be doing everyone a favor.
PISCES:
There's a time to sow and a time to reap...but there is never a time to be cruel. I
mention ;this at this time as the temptation of the moment might blind you to that fact. Needy greedy
Fish are now apt to be in genuine emotional distress and that is more likely than not to take the form of
depression and the answer to that is activity, physical activity. There are ways to take advantage of
Fish now and more ways to pay for it later. Be nice but be careful.
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THERE'S GOOD LUCK IN JUNE
That good luck hear and random events
which you will have of good fortune. When
aplenty starting on the these happen, it will be
5th is not the same thing the luckiest of times and
at all as your unique you should respond with
way of doing things. In the speed of light, even
this luckiest of seasons, while keeping on that
you might be tempted to necessary even keel. You
think that the greater will lucidly have the time
freedom it provides you and space to do things
to do what you do best is your own way but don't
the sum and total of that let that blind you to the
luck. You'd be wrong. significance of those
There are chance meet- luckiest of moments
ings, things you over- themselves.

The Chinese Symbol for luck. Cut it out and stick
it in your pocket ..it is believed that the most unusual good fortune will come to those who have
this mystical symbol in their possession.

Luc

WHETHER REPORT
Whether or not you are
making the most of the
bounty.of„good fortuneithis,
month or just enjoying it
all depends on how alert
you are, Paying attention
to the times and monitoring your luck enhance your
chances of making the most
of the best times while still
enjoying some of the less
stressful but still exceedingly favorable ones.
Those that are not all that

great (and there are a couple) are the times to recoup—and. regroup, some-.
times play, and shower
what you love with your
love. All in all, a busy,
happy time which will pass
too quickiy for those who
pause now to refresh and
revive . themselves after the
eight months of obstructed
skies. The best prizes go to
those who are really paying
attention.
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Feel blessed by the
wonders of life. Mirades surround all of us
each and every
day., .we have but to
open our eyes and
hearts to see.

VENTING,
RAVING,
SULKING,
FRETTING,
CRYING, LYING
AND RUNNING
AWAY ARE
WASTING 'TIME.

WARNING
June of course is the time of that most magical of nights, Midsummer's Eve, when the forces of
nature culminate and those of light and dark once more shift. In the hustle and bustle of this season, it
will be easy to overlook these subtle forces but that would be a mistake. The forces of the spring pass
into oblivion and those of summer enter upon the scene. All of nature responds and you are no exception. Those elemental forces of fire, water, air and earth can be seen in transition. These are the sprites
and sylphs and gnomes of lore and more. Nature as a whole is a living thing of which you are part and
therefore at some psychic juncture you and all of nature are one. Sometimes that's easier to perceive
than not and this is very specifically one of those times.
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JULY 2016 CALENDAR
1 What an unlucky day to start such a very lucky month.
Don't let it throw you. Conserve; tomorrow's work

17 You'll be tempted to think there's love that's in the
air. It's not. It's sex, greed, and lust but not love. Work.

2 'Ibis is a day of easy energy which you will need as the
stars say hard. work will be easy today. So work hard.

18 The work week is off to a good start with lots of energy no interference and a little fun, Don't miss the fun,

3 Lots of energy, and luck. People will be nicer just as
you will be smarter. Keep pushing to get more,

19 It is love that's in the air today but if you're smart, it's
a love of luxury that will interest you mostly,

4 Here you go. Another easy day. Don't waste in
play. Push while the pushing's good.

20 Here's the day to make up to loved ones overlooked
yesterday, because today isn't too lucky to miss.

5 If you're notrelybag on luck, today is perfectly decent
If gambling, even on justyourself, it is not,

21 FULL MOON ALERT: Work will be hard, and the more
you try, the madder you're going to get It's 'the full
moon and the spiritual side of your nature needs some
attention. The weeks ahead are the time to revise plins.

6 New Moon: Watch your temper, as there will be many
lunatics out there today. Plot out hoW to use your luck
over these next few weeks. Use smarts too.
7 Work isn't too hard but play's better, especially if it's
productive and financial, like a company softball game,
8 Bing bang boom, this is an amazing day. Plan for it.
Own it. Useliead and heart and all your talent's.
9 Don't stop now; it's another positive day. Keep using
your head and heart but in unison. Say what your feel.
10 After the last few days, you might be tempted to rest.
Regroup instead, as the social tone continues tomorrow.
11 Despite some possible discomfort emotionally in the
morning, the day progresses well, especially socially.
12 It's not easy emotionally, and that makes for bad tempers, but work is easy. Put energy there, not in conflict.
13 keep working but now make an all-out push, counting on luck which will be there for you aplenty.
14 You may not feel good abotit yourself that's just the
moon, us& sMarts and Social graces and watch anger.
15 Work is hard and passions high; use strength to finish
the work week with a flair, Emotional control is key,
16 Most people will feel good about themselves but act
badly toward others and not feel bad about it.

22 It's lucky to go into full swing. Just stick with plans.
Thinking won't be your long suit for awhile.
23 Forget about love and, just for today, those you love,
Your great work is the issue in a once-a-year event,
24 YOU can ber nicer to yduf hear and dearaiday. "You
can also rest. The week ahead is even more demanding.
25 Work isn't difficult. Consider especially the social
side of work. You get lots done and feel good doing it..
26 Alight, today you're not lucky in that lottery winning
sense, but you are sinart iyhich caii be more profitable.
27 This is a sort of ,lucky day but it is also on angry one
in which you can feel bad about yourself and others.'
28 This is an easier day, less full of drama, tension and
threat. It's good for socializing and for money matters.
29. Today isn't bad. isn't unlucky, and you shouldn't be
tricked into thinking it is. Today is stupid. Watch it.
30 It's the day to be lucky in etreittliing but the. Comfort won't be much either but money? Oh yes.
31 It's a crazy day, and a crazy way to end a hectic but
profitable month. Sow now and reap, pack it away and
reap some more, This is the time to do all you can to get
all you can so you can sit out the hard seasons.
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Publishers Clearing House WIN IT ALL2 MILLION DOLLARS + $10,000 + LINCOLN MKZ

ELIGIBILITY: A limit of one online entry per day is allowed per individual and per e-mail address
for each separate online promotion unless otherwise specified. Subsequent entries determined to be
submitted from the same email address or from the same individual using multiple email addresses
in violation of this rule will be declared ineligible.
TIMING: All entries received by 11:59 P.M., ET, 6/23/16 from this Bulletin will be eligible for our up
to $2,000,000.00 Lump-Sum, a Brand New Lincoln MKZ (or the $36,115.00 cash equivalent) plus
$10,000.00 A-Month-for-Life Win It All Prize (Giveaway No. 6900); a $50,000.00 prize (Giveaway
No. 6085) and $10,000.00 from Giveaway No. 6086. To enter these Sweepstakes, complete the entry
process. Upon timely entry, your assigned Prize Number(s) will be fully eligible to win. On days
when you are eligible for multiple entries, multiple Prize Numbers will be assigned to you. Entries
submitted from this Bulletin/Promotion after the deadline will be deemed Invalid.
TO ENTER: You don't have to buy anything to enter. Just follow the instructions in the Official Rules. Go to pch.com and follow instructions to fill out online entry form.
or
Write-In Entry Instructions. You may write in as often as you like to enter our ongoing Publishers
Clearing House sweepstakes at the address below. Sweepstakes eligibility will be based on date the
write-in entry is received. Just mail each entry separately. We do not accept entries from a third
party or entries sent in bulk.
Publishers Clearing House
101 Winners Circle
Port. Washington, NY 11053-4016
PRIZES: If the matching winning number for our Special Early Look SuperPrize Event from
Giveaway No. 6900 is assigned to a timely entrant from this Bulletin, the winner of the Win It All
Prize will receive a lump-sum payment of $2,000,000.00, a Brand New Lincoln MKZ (or the
$36,115.00 cash equivalent) plus $10,000.00 A Month for Life. Win a $1,000,000.00 prize in a Second
Chance Drawing from Giveaway No. 6900 and you will receive $25,000.00 a year for 29 years, and
a final payment of $275,000.00 in the 30th year. Periodic payments (eg. daily, weekly, monthly) may
be paid in advance for up to one year, for any year during which such periodic payments are due to
be made. Present value of. Giveaway No. 6900 will vary depending on interest rates and market
conditions at the time of the award. All other prizes will be paid in full by check at time of award,
unless otherwise noted.
TOTAL AVR OF ALL PRIZES: $2,000,000 + $10,000 A WEEK FOR LIFE + LINCOLN MKZ
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IT IS OK
FOR ME
TO HAVE
EVERYTHING
I WANT.
THE FORD DRIVES LEGENDS GIVEAWAY
ELIGIBILITY: The Sweepstakes is open only to legal residents of the fifty United States and
District of Columbia who are at least eighteen years of age or older as of date of entry with a
valid driver's license.
TIMING: The Ford Drives Legends Giveaway Sweepstakes begins at 5:00 PM Pacific
Standard Time on 3/10/16 and ends at 4:59 PM PST on 5/31/16 and consists of three (3) Entry
Periods as defined in the chart below.:
Drawing 1: ENDED
Drawing 2: ENDED
Drawing 3: Entry Period begins 4/28/16 at 5:00 PM PST
Entry Period Ends 5/31/16 at 4:59 PM PST
Drawing Conducted on or about 6/7/16
HOW TO ENTER: Visit wwvv.CWty.corri/Ford during the Sweepstakes Period, complete the
official entry form with all required information and submit the Entry in accordance with the
instructions provided. The Sweepstakes is divided into three Entry Periods as defined below.
Maximum of one Entry per person/email address per Entry Period. All Entries must be
submitted by 4:59 PM PST on 5/31/16. Maximum of three Entries per person/email address.
PRIZES: THREE GRAND PRIZES /APPROXIMATE RETAIL VALUE (MW): The following•
three prizes will be awarded: Period 1 Grand Prize —A 2017 Ford Fusion Sport vehicle, (ARV/
MSRP not to exceed $45,000). Period 2-Grand Prize —A 2016 Ford Mustang GT vehicle.
(ARV/MSRP not to exceed S45,000). Period 3 Grand Prize —A 2016 Ford Focus RS vehicle.
(ARV/MSRP not to exceed $45,000).
TOTAL ARV of ALL PRIZES: $135,000
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RENEW YOUR HOME SWEEPSTAKES BY ANDERSEN
TIMING: The Renew Your Home Sweepstakes is a series of four separate sweepstakes periods: Period
One commences at 12:00:01AM Eastern Standard Time on January 17, 2016 and ends at 11:59:59PM
EST on April 17, 2016. Period Two commences at 12:00:01AM EST on April 18, 2016 and ends at
11:59:59PM EST on July 17, 2016, Period Three commences at 12:00:01AM EST on July 18, 2016 and
ends at 11:59:59PM EST on October 16, 2016, Period Four commences at 12:00:01AM EST on October
17, 2016 and ends at 11:59:59PM EST on January 15, 2017.
ELIGIBILITY: The Promotion is open only to legal residents of the UNITED STATES currently residing in
a zip code which houses a Renewal by Andersen vendot and who are at least eighteen years old at the
time of entry. Void where prohibited.
ENTER: During the Promotion Period, complete the entry form available at a participating Renewal by
Andersen trade show and place completed entry in the on-site entry box (for Sweepstakes Entry only) or
visit renewalbvandersen.com and follow the links and instructions to navigate to the sweeps page of the
site, and complete the required registrations fields. Sweepstakes Entry: Complete and submit the
registration including a valid home address. P.O. Boxes are not permitted. Follow the on-screen
instructions provided to: (a) register with Sponsor by completing altramibed fields-contained On the "
Website ("Registration"); and (b) electronically agree to accept these Official Rules ("Rules")
(collectively, "Online Entry"). You automatically will receive one (1) entry into the Sweepstakes. limit:
Each participant may enter one (1) time each Promotional Day. Only one entry allowed per email
address. Multiple entrants are not permitted to share the same email address. Any attempt by any
entrant to obtain more than the stated number of entries by using multiple/different email addresses,
identities, registrations and login, or any other methods will void that entrant's entries and that entrant
may be disqualified.
GRAND PRIZE: Exactly one Grand Prize will be awarded in connection with the Grand Prize
Svveepstakes portion of the Promotion during each Promotion Period. One'Grand Prize Winner will be
randomly drawn from among all eligible Entries received during that Promotion Period, Grand Prize
winner will be selected by random drawing from among all eligible entries received: Random drawing
will be held on or about the dates specified below: Promotion Period One — April 26, 2016 ("Drawing
Date One"), Promotion Period Two — July 26, 2016 ("Drawing Date Two"), Promotion Period Three
October 25, 2016 ("Drawing Date Three"), Promotion Period Four — January 24, 2017 ("Drawing Date
Four).
Grand Prize includes one (1) voucher usable for Renewal by Andersen® products and accompanying installation
awarded in the font of a Gift Certificate (terms and conditions apply). Approximate Retail Value: $10;000. Prize
is non-transferable and no substitution will be made except as provided herein at the Sponsor's sole discretion.
The number of eligible entries received during each respective Promotion Period will determine the odds of
winning a Grand Prize. Sponsor reserves the right to substitute the prize for one of equal or greater value if the
designated prize should become unavailable for any reason. Winner is responsible for all taxes and fees
associated with prize receipt and/or use of the prize.
TOTAL ARV OF GRAND PRIZES: $40,000
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UNIVERSAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE - 2016 UTI/ F-150 SWEEPSTAKES
ELIGIBILITY: In order to be eligible for entry into the Sweepstakes, you must be a legal permanent
United States resident residing in the contiguous 48 United States or the District of Columbia and 18
years of age or older
TIMING: The "2016 UTI/ F-150" Sweepstakes begins at 12:00 a.m. Eastern Time on November 2, 2015
and ends at 11:59 p.m. ET on October 31, 2016. All entrants must have access to the Internet in order
to participate in this Sweepstakes. Normal Internet, phone and usage charges imposed by your online
or phone service provider may apply.
TO ENTER: Entrant must visit www.winthatFORD.com during the Sweepstakes Period and follow the
link to the Sweepstakes registration page. Entrant must complete the Entry Form, in its entirety,
including, full name, physical address, city, state, zip, phone, e-mail address and date of birth. Then,
click the "Submit" button to enter the Sweepstakes and receive one entry into the Sweepstakes. In
order for an entry to be valid, Entrant must have a valid e-mail address and must click the "Submit"
button. All entries must be submitted by 11:59 p.m. ET on October 31, 2016.
PRIZE: One grand prize of a.2015 Ford F-150 4x4 vehicle having a Manufacturer's Suggested Retail
Price of $45,000 will be awarded. Exact model is subject to change based on availability. Vehicle color,
options, and accessories will be determined at the sole discretion of the Sponsor. The Grand Prize
Winner is required to comply with any and all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and
regulations including, but not limited to licensing and insurance requirements.

TOTAL ARV OF PRIZES: $45,000
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HEARST - 0 OPRAH MAGAZINE $100,000 CASH SPECTACULAR SWEEPSTAKES
ELIGIBILITY: Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia, who
have reached the age of 13 in their state or territory of residence at time of entry. Void in Puerto
Rico and where prohibited by law.
TIMING: The Entry Period for the $100,000 CASH SPECTACULAR SWEEPSTAKES will begin
February 1, 2016 at 12:01 AM (ET) through January 31, 2018 at 11:59 PM (ET).
TO ENTER: Go to http://www.oprah.com/omagazine on a computer or wireless device and complete
and submit the entry form.
PRIZES: One Winner will receive a check for $100,000.
TOTAL ARV OF ALL PRIZES: $100,000.00

SOPHIA FIORI $10,000 DIAMOND RING SWEEPSTAKES
ELIGIBILITY: Open to legal residents of the 50 United States or the District. of Columbia and
Canada (except the province of Quebec) who are 18 or older at time of entry.
TIMING: Sweepstakes begin 12:00 AM Pacific Time on 10/01/14 and ends at 11:59 PM on 6/30/16
ENTER: Complete the entry form found at www.sophiaflori.com. Limit one entry per person
PRIZE: One winner will receive a Sophia Fiori diamond ring valued at $10,000.00 (US retail value).
Winner can substitute a cash prize of $4,000 in lieu of the jewelry.
TOTAL ARV OF ALL PRIZES: $10,000
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The amount of good, luck coming your way depends on your
willingness to act... —Barbara Sher
HGTV SMART HOME 2016
ELIGIBILITY: This Sweepstakes is open only to legal residents of the U.S. and its territories, possessions
and commonwealths who are 21 years of age or older as of April 11, 2016:
TIMING: Beginning at 9:00 a.m: Eastern Time on April 12, 2016 until 5:00 p.m. ET on June 2, 2016.
TO ENTER: You may enter the Home & Garden Television—"HGTV" - HGTVG Smart Home Giveaway 2016
•Sweepstakes in any of the following ways: 1.online, by visiting the HGTV website (www.hgtv.com) and
completing and submitting the online entry form—(limit one online entry on the HGTV Website, per valid
email address, per eligible person per day); or 2. online, by visiting the DIY Network website
(www.diynetwork.com) and completing and submitting the online entry form (limit one online entry on the
DIY Website, per valid email address, per eligible person per day); or 3. by mail, by hand printing your
name, complete address;phone-number (indluding area code), and date of birtkeither on a postcard or-on a
separate piece of paper no larger than 8 x 11 inches, and mailing the postcard or paper in an envelope with
the proper postage affixed to: "HGTV Smart Home Giveaway 2016, PO Box 51622, Knoxville, TN 37950".
Entrants using U.S. mail may enter as often as they wish. Mail-in entries must be postmarked by June 2,
2016 and received by June 9, 2016. Limit one entry per stamped outer envelope.
PRIZES: One Grand Prize Winner shall win the Grand Prize which consists of: 1. the home located near
Raleigh, NC (the "HGTV Smart Home") that is featured in the "HGTV Smart Home" 2016 special (including
home furnishings and merchandise as determined by Main Sponsor in cooperation with the Participating
Product Sponsors and installed prior to conveyance) (approximate retail value ("ARV"): $1,226,391; 2. One
Hundred Thousand Dollars (awarded in the form of an electronic funds transfer) courtesy of national
mortgage lender Quicken Loans (the "Cash Prize"); and 3. a 2016 Mercedes-Benz GLC (ARV: $51,685). The
ARV of the HGTV Smart Home includes structure, lot, landscaping, home furnishings, merchandise, and
artwork as of February 12, 2016,
Total ARV of Grand Prize is $1,378,076
I ALLOW MY
EXPERIENCE of
A33UNDANCE'to
EXPAND and MULTIPLY
MANY FOLD]

Peit of hoz!
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LIVE LIKE....
YOU EXPECT ONLY GOOD THINGS TO HAPPEN...
"WATCH YOUR LUCK UNFOLD"
TIE GRAND GIVEAWAY SWEEPSTAKES.
ELIGIBILITY: Open to U.S., Alberta, British Columbia and Ontario residents age 18 or olden
Wyndham Vacation Ownership employees and their immediate family members are not eligible to
participate. Entries must be complete to be eligible. Void where prohibited by law including Puerto Rico,
the U.S. Virgin Islands and other commonwealths, territories and possessions. Limit one entry per
person, regardless of entry method.
TIMING: Sweepstakes begins January 1, 2015, and ends June 3o, 2.016.
TO ENTER: Eligible participants must submit an official entry form with completed contact
information at Sponsor-selected events, touch-screens or online at wyndharnsweeps.com/
grandgiveaway.
PRIZE: The winner will receive one boat, vehicle or motorcycle of the winner's choice with
manufacturers suggested retail price and dealer destination charges not to exceed $50,000 USD or
Cas11 al941.1pa ablellY. cheekor one (1) vacation owlaership interest with Wyndbana
Vacation Resorts ("WVR") in CLUB WYNDHAM® Access ("Wyndham Interest"). Winner will be
required to show current proof of insurance and a valid driver's license at time of vehicle purchase/
acceptance/pick-up. Registration, title, licensing fees, taxes, insurance and costs associated with the
vehicle, including any travel and transportation costs associated with collecting the vehicle, if
applicable, are solely the responsibility of the Winner. Winner must take delivery of a new 2015 or 2016
model from dealer available stock.
TOTAL ARV: $57,545

Remember:
*Use the proper size post card or paper when specified.
*Most companies require you to be at least 18 years of age.
*Any affiliation with the sponsor or any company involved in the promotion wilt disqualify you.
*We are not affiliated with any of the sponsors mentioned and assume no responsibility for errors in
publication.
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A Wish, just One Unique Money Wish,

can ange our fife Lo 111111111r
Would you like 11 minion? 10 million? or `"' `-i. million?
You get "(i-fO choose, then you, pocket the Money_
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Dearest L.Wilt
What I have just declared is absolutely Fantastic. I am so happy for you I don't know where to begin...
I must explain how you will enter into possessing this fabulous amount and why:
A longstanding friend who is a great clairvoyant and a highstanding member of the Divinatory High
Authorities Council contacted me yesterday morning. He was very anxious and needed to meet up with me
urgently. So I went to see him straight away. I always enjoy seeing him because we have shared so many
things together and it had been about 2 years since we had gotten together.
I arrived at his house (I will keep his name a secret out of respect for his private life) and he was still just
as anxious and unsettled when I arrived as he had been on the phone. We exchanged a few personal words
while sitting comfortably in his den, but I knew he was more interested in talking about something else...

His secret, concern you L. Mr!
Ws so uirtheUe &Wen
"You won't believe what I neglected to do. I f rgoi to send a divine power object at the time necessary.
An error like this by a clairvoyant such as myself cannot repair the damage without the help of another
strong power. This is why I called you and asked that you come here. I have the genuine WISHES PRIMER
and this must be passed on every 13 years. There are only 30 days remaining for me to complete this. Not
only that but the last time I was supposed to do this, 13 years ago, I didn't take care of it then either...
I was on a trip on the other side of the world for the grand rally of the Divinatory High Authorities when

1

ATTACHMENT III

heard spirit remind me with vigor: "The Wishes Primer must be transferre to a deserving person
who must be chosen amongst your proteges". lam very sorry to ask this of you, but your help is the only
solution for everything to fall bark into place. You must also know the amount requested for the wish will
be multiplied by 26. It will be multiplied by 26 because it has been 26 years since the Gemma Votum has
expressed any wishes... Do you accept and give me your word to do what is needed?"

'Fr

has been 26 ears since a
ft iS t > nuramilone opTif

h has been expresvdn
T4 t , 'i1r it or on
v00

immediately declared that I could be counted on to transfer the Wishes Primer by finding its next heir
and perpetuating the prophecy. At that moment, he got up and walked towards his desk and returned with a
closed box which he passed to my hands...
I

When the box transferred into my hands, your first and last name flashed in my mind and the feelings of
your person came into my heart. As this box lay in my hand and touched my fingers an intense warmth
flowed through my entire body and deep down inside I felt and. knew with certainty that you, and you alone
are the recipient of this Wishes Primer....
You must receive and have this in your possession as soon as possible! I can't express enough how
important it is that you have this in your hands as quickly as possible. In fact it must happen within the next
30 days as my close friend mentioned. If this does not happen all the power of the Gemma Votum Wishes
Power Object will be lost and onily possible to recharge it after 26 years of latency. If you do not reply
now such an opportunity to become a Millionaire and a part of the select millionaire circle will be cast
away.
My close friend also showed me a small collection of testimonial letters that were preciously safeguarded
and tied with a beautiful satin bow. He had received these when the Gemma Votum Magic Wishes Power
Primer had been returned by other heirs.
Robert, 9 years old

Lynn, 64 years old.
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"My friend, I never thought this coo
Even after a
Id be so true,
greeing to possess the
I admit I didn't believe in its power Gernma Votum,
to do as you
stated. I was fiat out wrong. I am now financially
satisfied I no longer need it and am returning it
to you so someone else may also beco
beyond their craziest des es. Than me rich
irks again, your
devoted friend"

Paulette 41 years old (Gertrude's daughter)

_ Gertrude, 77 years old
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Don't let this unique opportunity
to receive all the money you desire pass you by!!!
Accept to take possession of the "Gemma Votum",
the genuine Wishes Primer...
It will soon be your turn to write a letter sharing your success and joy filled stories. But for this to
happen, you must act fast, very fast. I need to receive your Transfer Acceptance Immediately. Your
Riches depend on it...

It's your turn to be happy...
A Wish, just One Wish will change
your life for forever!!!
I must specify one very important thing. Your "Gemma Votum" only grants one unique wish. You
decide the amount you want. Think carefully about the amount you need and don't forget this
amount will be multiplied by 26!!!! It is HUGE!!!! After that it is up to you to make wise financial
decisions so the windfall of money continues to proliferate Colossal Fortunes in the future to
protect your loves ones for generations to come.
Once I receive your acceptance I will indicate how to use the Genuna Votum Wishes Primer so
it satisfies you with Happiness and Riches. We both know very well that Money is important to
live a trouble-free life so the future holds nothing more to fear... A new life is coming to you and a
balancing of the scales will finally happen. You have been so deserving and courageous in your life
that it seems so perfectly suited and right to give you the "Genuna Votum".
Quickly complete the Transfer Acceptance and I promise I will make sure you have the Gemma
Votum Wishes Primer very quickly so you have it within 30 days...
You remain in my thoughts every clay_ I send you all my love,

3
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Transfer Acceptance
for the "GEIVIMA
M"
To be urgently returned today to Lady of Hearts: 1662 Old Country Road, #378 - Plainview NY 11803
U Yes, My very dear Lady of He lets, I clearly understand you must
transfer the "Gemma Votum" before 30 days. After this time, I will no longer be
able to use it to make a Fortune and this is why I am responding today.
• Yes, My very dear Lai y of Hearts, I solemnly promise to return the
Unique and fabulous Gemma. Votumn Wishes Primer once my wish is granted.
In 13 years it will be entrusted to another deserving soul.

Y UR. F RMAL
GUARANTEE

Ui Yes, My very dear Lady of Hearts, I clearly understand your close
friend did not transfer the Gemma Votum 13 years ago and so the Wishes
Primer will yield its magic in a multiple of 26 this time, I will remember this
when I determine my wish.

Your Wish will be granted.
I, Lady of Hearts, guarantee
you this. If your Gemma
Votum has not brought
you your wish, then just
return it and I will return
your full symbolic offering.
No questions asked. No
justification required.

U Yes, My very dear Lady of Hearts, I, L. 111111 agree to accept the
"Gerrirna Votum". I am therefore offering the symbolic amount of $29 towards
your dispatch and preparation costs.
I enclose my $29 participation by:
• Check or Money order made payable to Lady of Hearts
I:I Cash (no coins)
ID Credit Card: U Visa
U Mastercard

at,"

Date and signature :
LEI L_LJ

Credit Card number: I
Exp date ;III

III

UNIQUE WISH FOR L. MN

1, This Wish Amount desired is1)
I am completing this wishes check with the amount I need (in written
words and in numbers). I know this Gemma Votum Wishes Primer
amount will be multiplied by 26. 1 promise to make wise future financial
decisions once the windfall has arrived to ensure my loved ones for
SR generations to come a special life filled with love and happiness.
Very Important: you must note down and remember the wished for
amount for future reference.
"-
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L. Mk you remain in my thoughts every
day... I send you all my love
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The experts say your case is hopeless.
They all say you are doomed to failure.
It's in the stars: Try as you will, anything you do will end badly. You are
cursed with bad luck and there is nothing you can do about it.

I beg to differ.
So much so, that I am willing to stake my reputation on it.
And so I did, standing up for you and objecting before the International proceedings,
contending that there is no such thing. There is no such thing as someone born just to suffer.
There is hope for you. There is indeed an answer. As bad as things appear now, you too
have a fix, a correction.
Having said that I went further and begged them to let me make you a test case, so to speak,
to prove that there is no one so far gone, so unlucky, so cursed, that cannot be helped.
Even someone whose luck fields are jammed and rusty as yours, with the knowledge I
possess, with the psychic technology at my disposal, I can revive even the luck dead and
perpetual inheritors of misfortune.
Let me introduce myself: My name is Steve Waters, and it is not for nothing that I am called
the worlds greatest astrologer and psychic. My specialty? Performing the impossible. Taking
on the challenges others shy away from. Doing what they say cannot be done. My new
project? To change you my friend, inside out, turning you from a dark, obscured, luck-dead
individual into a shining bright happy star, radiant in plenty, in happiness, in love, and in joy.
Indeed--everything will be reversed, you will experience the opposite of what you have
been experiencing till now--all your suffering, your frustrations, the outrages committed
against you, the lingering resentments and scars---all will be wiped clean, all soul wrinkling
embarrassment erased as if they never happened.
Yes, this my friend is what awaits you---this and so much more, more happiness, more
riches, vitality, more love and appreciation, more being genuinely valued for who you are--a
new self image, a deep affection and respect afforded to you by everyone--especially those
whose opinion of you matters the most. The ones whose affection and love you always
wanted to earn. Now it is not merely possible, but you can count on it as accomplished fact.
Nothing is too difficult. How can I be sure? The fact is that I specialize in people like you. I
know the pattern as well as the back of my hand---and I KNOW EXACTLY THE RIGHT
SOLUTION FOR YOU.
I know exactly, precisely, what you need. I want to get it into your hands as quickly as
possible. Why? For two reasons.
1. So you can begin to enjoy all the happiness, joy, love, and wealth that you have been
missing starting right away.
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2. So your enemies, my enemies, do not try to undermine my attempts to help you--only to
save themselves the embarrassment of being proved wrong. How would they do this?
Easy--for a psychic that is. All they have to do is put thoughts in your head, discouraging you
from even trying. This type of fogging is common and is to be expected. Its purpose is to
deliberately cloud your mind in order to distract you from this opportunity to climb out of your
hell hole and emerge into the light.
This is why you must act without the slightest hesitation. Your bad luck inertia, the darkness
of decades of disappointments and misfortune clings to you like a mucousy phlegm. I can
remove from you the filth of ages, the lingering, clinging ill fate and bad fortune that follows
you everywhere you go.
Read on my friend, and learn the very means I will use to come to your aid and save you
from an unlucky life---from lackluster, unnoticed existence, to one of love, admiration and
undreamed of good fortune and success.

Recently, at a secretly held psychic conference, during a lecture I was giving on the subject
of the most difficult, most intractable cases, yours came up.
Various psychics and astrologers in attendance proclaimed that indeed they have heard of
your case, and many with first hand experience, claimed they have tried everything to help
you--but to no avail.
Speaking with visible emotion and sadness, one very well known psychic and astrologer
explained how he tried everything to help you---but nothing changed. So much so that today
your luck remains as miserable as always. You are unhappy, and unloved--and life is just
passing you by.
Of course, for confidentiality purposes, they could not mention you by name. But then they
didn't have to.
Without even opening up and looking up your files, I already know everything. Looking at
you with my spiritual eye, I saw your entire life--past, present and future flashing before me
in a single instant.
In that brilliant moment is conveyed to me your whole being. Without uttering a single word I
know your troubles, what you have been through, and what you are still forced to put up with
and endure, forced to suffer from, till today.
All this happened in an instant. So right there in front of all the conference I raised my hand
and said:
"Chairman, with your permission, I would like to challenge the speaker and contend that the
person in question can be helped and, with permission from the council, I will undertake to
do that. "
"Impossible!" "Preposterous!" "Can't be!"--were some of the remarks that rang out in that
room in response.
But the chairman silenced all of them:
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"If Professor Waters would like to take on this seemingly impossible challenge, I can see no
reason to prevent him. After all is there anyone in this room than can claim to help this poor
soul? I see no hands. Therefore I see no reason to withhold permission from Professor
Waters to try. Opposition motion denied."
Thanking the chairman for his permission and blessing, I took up the challenge, Before the
entire psychic body, I pledged I would help you. I would unblock, unshackle you from
whatever is holding you back.
Questions were shot at me from across the room:
"How will you accomplish that? One can sooner turn night into day!" They all laughed yet I
stood silent.
"How will I accomplish that? That is for me to know and for you to find out."
I turned to one particularly dark fellow and said--"and I don't want you to interfere and try to
prevent me as you did in my previous so called impossible cases--eh Twoksin?"
Twoksin, (his real name not the one you have most probably heard him referred to by) is a
brilliant astrologer and psychic--but his arrogance, and hence his potential for evil and to be
captured by the dark side, is greatly increased--hence, he doesn't like being crossed,
contradicted, or as has been in confrontations I had with him in the past, being proved
outright foolish and wrong. So taking no chances I insisted on remaining silent concerning
my methods, the HOW of how I would help you.
That I am going to confide only to you.
What I am going to reveal to you is so ancient, so secret, that it has been revealed to me
and to me alone.
Why was I worthy of being granted this knowledge?
Because it is known that while others may be out for their fortune or fame, my only interest is
in using my powers and knowledge to help people. That is why I am more knowledgeable,
more blessed with success than any other psychic or astrologer in the world. It is also why
the dark side hates me so vehemently.
Why you have been singled out
My learning of you is not an accident.
Because you have been singled out by providence in front of an entire assemble and
symposium of the greatest psychics and astrologers in the world--- all unanimously agreed
that as far as you are concerned, NOTHING CAN HELP, So it has been decreed. So is it
written in the stars.
DESPITE ALL THAT--I have risen to the challenge to prove otherwise,
How will I accomplish that?
There is only one thing in the universe that can turn your luck around.
All options have been exhausted. There is no choice but to
unleash the greatest SUPER WEAPON in my psychic arsenal in your behalf.
This instrument is the very last word in shattering the obstacles and forcing open the doors
of Fate for those have had it bolted before them.
What am I saying? I am telling you simply--as I have told them-- I know what your problem
is and I know how to fix everything and make it better. And these are not empty words. I
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have, as the unsolicited testimonials I have included, show, I have the track-record to prove
it.
If you will permit me, let me take you under my wing, and with your cooperation, I will
proceed to change your life--helping you where no one else did, granting you good luck,
happiness and success, despite the fact all others have given up on you--and even hold you
up in contempt, as a prime example of someone so cursed and unlucky that not even I can
help!
Well my friend, together we are going to prove them wrong. All the nay-sayers, and
detractors you have suffered from, they will all be silenced forever, as I take you under my
wing.
Important
Experience has shown me that it is a clear sign of fate, when someone is singled out as
hopeless and cannot be helped, it is clear message to me from heaven that the contrary is
true. That this person is being singled out for a blessed change that I have been appointed
to initiate.
The fact that all fingers point to you and wag saying Impossible! Their arrogance is all the
indication I know that you are being singled out for a special reason. Relying on providence,
it gives me the assuredness to proceed to help you, knowing my efforts are already crowned
with success.
Here is where I have to rely on your good character and trust you will not reveal what I am
about to tell you--even to those psychics and astrologers who will no doubt press you,
wanting to know your secret, how you changed from being deadly unlucky to happy and
successful practically overnight.
Here is what you have to do:
At your request I will send you a very special spiritual device one you have never heard of or
read about. It is so secret, so effective, it holds the power to change not only your life but the
life of every living being on this planet. It is an ancient instrument that is known to convey
proven power and success to those who possess and know how to use it.
While I have my reputation at stake, I am not permitted to coerce you. You must come to me
of your own accord. You must be willing to accept the simple fact that you have not been
helped till now and you are tired of wasting any more time. You must have come to the
decision and decided on your very own to avail yourself of this very special instrument, that
has been reserved for only the most difficult--and at the same time most promising cases, of
which you exemplify.
What you must do
With your permission, I will send you this awesome psychic instrument. I can go on forever
trying to explain to you how it works---but in the end it will only confuse you. The bottom line
is that I promise you that it works. Absolutely and foolproof. Solid and ironclad, closed, shut
tight, and delivered.
The fastest response, the fastest answer to your problems, to your intractable difficulties and
woes--gone--like that---in the snap of the fingers! Don't take my word for it--try it for yourself--
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absolutely, completely, risk free.
That's right---I will send you this incredible, super-powered psychic instrument, to implement
the greatest changes in your life imaginable, transforming suffering to joy, loneliness to
being truly loved and adored. Going from never having enough money to having all your
could ever need. How quickly will this happen? Almost instantly---but you must put aside
your skepticism and make your move now--before it's too late.
What am I referring to?
Well, if you must know, and you are entitled to know in my opinion, there was in attendance
at the conference those that would not like to see you succeed. They have even expressed
these thoughts. While it may seem petty on their part to try to keep you down, it is just
people's nature, that they can't bear to see another succeed. In this case, so deep is their
jealously of me, they will do all they can to show me up.
Now once you obtain this special instrument they know there is nothing they can do. They
know that it's too late. But before you receive it, before you order it, they can flood your mind
with doubts and fill your heart with skepticism. Be aware that this is what is happening to you
now this very minute. This is what you are feeling. Your hesitation is being caused by and
generated by my enemies---your enemies---those that don't want you to succeed and be
happy.
Ordering the instrument is the greatest threat to these negative forces that till now have
succeeded in keeping you down. Don't allow them that power anymore. Break through their
wall of doubt, the negativity that is being cast upon you, and order the special instrument that
is being made available to you by recommendation and challenge.
Together, lets prove our enemies--your enemies, my enemies dead wrong---Wrong about
their contention that you can't change a big fat NO to those who want you to simply lie down
and roll over and play dead, who don't want you to be happy and successful, loved and
respected, living the good life you deserve, that you were destined to enjoy, from the
beginning.
By overcoming your hesitation, by ordering the instrument now, you will make it all happen.
Moreover, you have my absolute 100% guarantee. It must work for you or you can return it
for your money back in full. Fill out the order form and send it today!
Yours Truly,
Your friend and protector,

Seeve
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Special Note from the Chairman of International Conference of
Astrologers and Psychics

-Prof. Magnum Demorarth
As you no doubt already know, you have the sorry privilege of being singled out as one of
the most difficult, most persistently unlucky, people ever born.
My trusted colleague, Professor Waters, is by far, the greatest Psychic in the world. He
knows everything there is to know about you and recognizes that you are a special case. He
has singled you out in the conference as a personal challenge, putting at your disposal the
most powerful psychic instrument known to man. What it is I couldn't tell you--he has not
confided it even to me. Never the less, I urge you to act on his advise and order the
instrument today. I cannot describe to you in words what a rare, unusual opportunity you are
being offered. Don't let the detractors and dark forces, the people that hate you keep you
from ordering now!

My name is Jill. My story is like yours. I too was singled out as world class unlucky--till
Professor Waters changed it all. No doubt he will do the same for you.

A few years back I too was labeled hopeless. Professor Waters took up my case and look at
me today! I own my own business and have found true love and happiness. My advise to
you is to do everything he says--he's a genius!
What Professor Waters has done for others, he will do for you. Send in your Confidential
Requisition form today!
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Confidential Requisition
Form
Mall To; Steve Waters, PO Box 264, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11223-0264

Dear Prof. Waters,
Please send me the ancient psychic instrument , Imbued with super conducting psychic
power, that Is reserved only for the most difficult and Intractable cases. I understand that It Is
top secret and I will not share It with anyone or reproduce it in any fashion, Moreover, I will
use It only according to Instructions, never using it against those that have hurt me in the
past. On that condition I enclose $60.
It must work beginning almost Instantly, or I can return it within 30 days for a complete
refund.
Name
Address
City
State
Zlp
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Dearest PersonalizeSalutation,

If you were to ask, here in Jerusalem, who Professor Garner is, everyone would tell you he
is the greatest Master of the Divinatory Arts and Sciences. Some would even go as far as calling
him the prophet. Why am I telling you this? Because this great master of the occult sciences and I
had a vision. In the vision, you were the lucky winner of a big jackpot worth 54. million.
PersonalizeTextName, I know that it might seem crazy to you, but it is absolutely real.
Several wonders have happened during my trip to Jerusalem. A trip which I have taken
for you, PersonalizeTextName, and for you alone. Actually, I learned about you in the
oddest way...

Everything started last week. I received an anonymous letter which, in short, said:
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Actually, as soon as I read your name and your address, I immediately went into a
spiritual trance. Once in trance, I heard a voice telling me: "NcLiln, qou 1-yol.2q, to go to Jczawalcm for
Pczns-Liaclidlintw2, in ordr to invol-tc?, the forces of luck, with the help of the -.- ;aint6 and an:;_lczl6... 11 k5
onlq in Jp-cmale_7,1» that the &',alvation of Pr6onalizczTiz..x1Narw crn happen ..."
Let me tell you that this was all quite a shock, because it was the first time in my life that
I had felt such a strong spiritual call. I do not know who wrote me that letter, but what I can tell
you is that I see in that letter the intervention of Divine Providence. And you should see the same
thing because that is exactly what it is: The very real chance to win millions and to finally get
everything you have always wanted out of life...
Without wasting a minute, I called my old friend and Master, Professor Garner, to talk to
him about your case. The same phenomenon happened as soon as I said your name. Professor
Garner also heard a voice telling him: "Thv, two of you mad call upon the force: for good luck into
:Nr6dTcz.); t
ifc?.."
I got a plane ticket right away and the
next evening 1 arrived in Jerusalem.
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At the airport, Professor Garner was impatiently
waiting for me. We had not seen each other
for several months. And then, here was that
celestial mission that we had to carry out
for you:
Make the forces for good luck come into your
life once and for all...

I know Professor Garner personally because I have been his student for twenty-five years.
in fact, Professor Garner is both my Master and my spiritual father. His teachings are
priceless because he knows the most powerful secrets of angelic magic. In the world of the occult
sciences, he is also called "Professor Miracle". During his long life, he has already saved, and I
literally mean "saved" thousands of people in both complicated and difficult situations.
Thanks to him, my gifts have improved tremendously PersonalizeTextName. He has
taught me the sacred science of "miracles". And for several years I, in turn, have accomplished
what people call wonders. For example, I helped seventeen people, in the last five years, win
several millions in the lottery.
So as soon as we arrived at my friend Professor Garner's home, we united our minds to
establish subconscious telepathic contact with you.
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We had the exact same vision. We saw you receiving a check for several millions.

•

Yes, we received the confirmation once again: On October 11, 2014, the Heavens are
going to open up their windows and let an_opportunity worth 54 mullion rain down
on you!
So
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Then carefully read what follows:
Divine Providence has asked us to help you experience bold luck on October 11, 2014, and
that is exactly why I am writing to you today PersonalizeTextName. On October 11, 2014, thanks to
all the work we have already done and that we still have to do for you, fortune should shine down
on you with a win worth 54 million.
However, both the Professor and myself felt several subconscious blocks in you. Your
thoughts are very often negative and by thinking this way, you repel luck and the will of the celestial
Forces who so want to help you. Sometimes, you do not even realize that opportunities are
presenting themselves to you and that you are letting a lot of happiness pass you by.
So we spent many long hours communicating telepathically with your subconscious to find
out the exact source of those subconscious blocks. During our subconscious telepathic contacts,
we noticed that there are also some external negative forces which contribute and strengthen those
blocks.
Fortunately PersonalizeTextName, we have a fabulous secret of extraordinary power: "The
Great Miraculous Secret of Jerusalem". When I say "we", I mean that Professor Garner is the
only Master of the Esoteric Sciences who knows this powerful secret of luck. And novv I do too,
since the professor decided to reveal this great sacred knowledge to me to complete my initiation.
This venerable secret has the power to unfailingly and consistently attract good fortune and get
the protection of the celestial forces.
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PersonalizeTextName, it is not just by chance that at the very time when nothing was going
as you wished in your life, suddenly life is about to offer you a providential gift.
On October 11, 2014, luck will be coming on full force. A lot of luck! The vision that we had
confirms it. YES, it really seems that all the things that you have secretly asked from the
heavens have been heard: A big win in the lottery. A win of 54 million. If I am contacting
you today and if I am insisting like this, it is because two of us received the same vision:
We saw you holding a check for 54 Million dollars, shaking with excitement and tears of
joy in your eyes!! So, with your consent, we will carry out The Magic Operation of the "Great
Miraculous Secret of Jerusalem". But we cannot waste any time because this magic operation
has to be completed next Friday.
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According to my analysis of the planets' position, this powerful magic operation can only be
carried out next Friday and that day is coming quickly. I also have to stay in Jerusalem with the
Professor to carry out this magic angelic operation. So PersonalizeTextName, you must send us
your reply right away, at the latest by tomorrovv.
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I have made all the arrangements with my assistant. She will be expecting your reply and
she will forward it to me in Jerusalem by international carrier. You see, I organized everything in
order for this magic operation to be a resounding success. And besides, the Professor and I will
do something very special in addition to that operation of celestial magic...
•

Once we complete the Magic Operation of the "Great Mracaglous Secret of Jerusalem"
for you, we are going to explore your future and prepare your Great MiiraciAMIS
Clairvoyance for Luck. Better yet, we are going to be able to bring back from your
future the ikki-nbeirs that could make you a fortune. A fortune worth 54 million!
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Do not waste another minute PersonalizeTextName. As I mentioned earlier, October 11,
2014, will also be here soon and every minute that goes by where nothing is done is a minute of
happiness gone. It is a minute keeping you away from that 54 million. So, you have to act RIGHT
AWAY!
•

Fill in and send back to me your request for the Magic Operation of the "Great
Miraculous Secret of Jerusalem". It will open the doors of good fortune for you and
drive the negative energies away from your path.

•

In addition to the Magic Operation of the "Great Miraculous Secret of Jerusalem"
that Professor Garner and I are going to carry out for you next Friday, we will send you
your Great Miraculous Clairveyarnw.e.

PersonalizeTextName, 1 am imploring you to accept our help. I do not think that you realize
what a privilege is being offered to you. Divine Providence has asked us to carry out a miracle
and we can do it for you on the Holy Ground of Jerusalem. Your life can still change and head
towards more luck and happiness in every area of your existence. It only depends on you and you
alone.
While we are on that subject, do y•u know the proverb that says "forewarned is
forearmed"? Because there is no such thing as misfortune if you know what the future holds.
That is what is going to happen for you thanks to your Great Miraculous Clairvoyance. You will
know euactly what to do to get and secure luck and fortume that never run dry:
O This Great Miraculous Clairvoyance will help you avoid mistakes and take full
advantage of your potential for happiness in order to attain a richer and happier life!
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PersonalizeTextname, if you agree to give me your consent, I am going to be able to help
you completely change your path in life. I have promised it, before the celestial forces. And
my wish is to make you a millionaire by bringing the most brazen strokes of luck into your life.
Jerusalem is the land of miracles and I can assure you that you will be under the protection of
those miraculous forces, if you agree to take advantage of the Magic Operation of the "Great
Miraculous Secret of Jerusalem".
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And one more important thinw The consent form that you are about to complete will act as
a telepathic link between us on October 11, 2014. So it is important that you concentrate on your
desire for good luck and money when you fill it in. You simply have to hold it in your hands for one
minute while you think very intently about the future win of 54 Million that is destined for you.
So PersonalizeTextName, as I told you earlier, everything depends on you now. Everything
depends on the action that you are going to take in the next few seconds.
Today Divine Providence is offering you the path that leads to happiness and prosperity.
I am only the messenger of Divine Providence here. Listen to your heart. It is telling you to
send me your reply. Because in doing so, you are following the will of the celestial forces.
And they want you to win 54 million on October VI, 2014!! So, send me your reply right away
PersoTextName.
Your friend sent by Providence,
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Gong a. nit form for the Magic Operation o' the

"Great Nrraculous Secret
Of Jerusalem®
_Expected jackpot of 54 million on October 11, 2014
Fill in and send back to:
Stella Angelstone - 1662 Old Country Road, #398 - Plainview, NY 11803
(Customer_Nr.} {MecliaCocie}

Especially reserved for:

{Title} {Firstname} {Lastnarnel
{Street}, {Streetaddition}
{City}, {Area} {ZIP}
Li Yes, you are right. I need money and I would like to win a super jackpot of 54 million.
EJ I accept your invaluable help as well as that of the great Professor Garner from Jerusalem. You have
confirmed that I have the chance to win a super jackpot of 54 million because you have both seen it in
your visions!
O To that end, please carry out the Magic Operation of the "Great Miraculous Secret of Jerusalem" for
me. This occult operation is priceless and it is going to make some extraordinary and unexpected
opportunities come into my life, including the 54 million planned for October 11, 2014.
El In addition to the Magic Operation of the "Great Miraculous Secret of the Land of Jerusalem", I am
asking you, Stella, to please send me FOR FREE my Great Miraculous Clairvo_ ante for Luck along with
my Celestial Winning Numbers.
01 For all the work that you have done for me and that you are still going to do for me in Jerusalem, I
agree to send you a symbolic and entirely refundable contribution of $XX(.XX) by:
O Check (made payable to Stella Angelstone)
Money Order (made payable to Stella Angelstone)
(On "For" or "Memo" area of Check or Money Order, please simply write "Contribution")
O Credit card (only):

NO:

0 Visa or 0 Mastercard
Signature (Mandatory):

1_1_1__1__I

Expiration Date :1-1--1
M M Y Y
I have confirmed my date of birth:

1-1_1
M M D D

And here is my cell phone number (just in case): +1

191-1-1
YY

1__1_1_1 1_1_1_

Certificate
_ of
Dear PersonalizeTextName, this certificate is legal proof that guarantees you will be reimbursed
for any and all the money you are sending in the unlikely case that you are not satisfied with
my spiritual vvork.
t
Skt:t
Guaruntoes end Information: this totter Is a marketing offer, which the recipient may frooly choose to incept or reject. Duelo the nature ot the otter Itself, In which the users ballet In &Innen Is essential, we are not held to uny
"obligation of rosulte. (Ruling of the Court of Appeal, Grasso, May 07), For this samo reason, in rho ovont that the user is not autisfiod, wo guarantee wo will pond n full rotund upon aimplo written request without any conditions
Infoffentlon ronyhoused by third __
whotsooyor. In compliance With the "Information Technology und Froadom• Act, you hove the right to access and correct uny information hold about you. In tho absence of your ,nrcol.
portlos
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